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Fourier transforms of holomorphic functions and application to Newton 
interpolation series I 
J.W. de Roever 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider spaces of analytic functions. Our main 
tool is the theory of Fourier transformation for generalized functions. 
The spaces of analytic functions we are interested in are Fourier trans-
forms of some spaces of generalized functions. The analytic functions don't 
need to be entire, but they are holomorphic in tubular radial domains. 
The relation between the support of a generalized function and the expo-
nential growth at infinity of its Fourier transform is pointed out. We 
use this to derive the Newton interpolation series for a wider class of 
functions. For that purpose we introduce the dual space of the space of 
generalized functions. 
A subsequent paper (part II) will deal with a,nalytic functions being 
Fourier transforms of analytic functionals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] Kioustelidis derives the Newton interpolation series for en-
tire functions by means of Fourier transformation. E.M. de Jager suggested 
that using a Paley-Wiener-Schwartz type theorem one would apply the same 
method to non-entire functions. In this paper this suggestion is worked 
out. Further, attention is paid to the spaces of holomorphic functions, 
because they are important in partial differential equations related to 
quantum physics. For that purpose the above-mentioned theorem, that can 
be found in [11]-, is generalized somewhat, while a more fundamental gen-
eralization will appear in part II. 
First we define the Newton interpolation series. Let f be an entire 
function; for any vector h E Cn Taylor expansion yields 
oo k 
f(z+h) = L (h~~) f(z) def exp (h•D) f(z) 
k=O 
a a 
with D the vector(-~-•···,-~-). Fors EC we can formally write 
oz 1 ozn 
( 1 • 1 ) 
f(z+ish) = exp (ish•D) f(z) = (exp ih•D)s f(z) = 
00 
s k l (k) b.ih f(z) 
k=O 
(Newton series), 
def (. ) ( ) = where b.ih exp ih•D - 1, so that b.ih f z f(z+ih) - f(z) and 
( 1.2) k b.ih f(z) = 
k 
I 
m=O 
The polynomials (:) = s(s-1)•••(s-k+1)/k! are the Newton polynomials pk(s). 
Usually the factor i is deleted in (1.1), but in this paper it will appear 
to be convenient to use formula (1.1) for the Newton series. 
The Newton interpolation series (1.1) has been studied for example 
in [1] and [4]. In [1] the series has been derived for entire functions 
in one complex variable, while in [4] these functions are holomorphic in a 
half-space only. Recently formula (1.1) has been proved rigorously for 
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entire functions in several complex variables of exponential growth by 
Kioustelidis in [3]. In this paper we will use the same method as. 
Kioustelidis, namely Fourier transformation. In our case, however, the 
holomorphic functions don't need to be entire, it is sufficient that they 
are holomorphic in tubular domains. 
In order to prove formula (1.1) we apply Fourier transformation to 
the formal operator exp ih•D and obtain the function e-hs. We restrict 
ourselves to functions f having a Fourier transform g with support K such 
that the sen.es 
CX) 
( 1.3) L (:) (e-hs_1 )k 
k=O 
n 
converges for every I'; EK. K may be a real subset of JR or a complex sub-
set of en. In the first case, which will be treated in this paper (part I), 
g is a generalized function and we will write~ instead of s• In the second 
case, which will be treated in part II, g is an analytical functional 
carried by K. 
We will give several spaces of functions holomorphic in tubular radi-
al domains and the spaces of their Fourier transforms. They are topolo-
gized in such a way that Fourier transform is a topological isomorphism. 
Moreover, we will consider the dual spaces of the spaces of Fourier trans-
forms; it is in these dual spaces that the series (1;3) should converge. 
We will determine the conditions on which the Newton series is valid for 
holomorphic functions belonging to one of these spaces and we will give 
the topology in which the series converges. In some of the spaces one may 
define the distributional boundary value on the distinguished boundary of 
the domain of holomorphy and it turns out that the Newton series is valid 
in distributional sense on the distinguished boundary. Several properties 
of the spaces, like nuclearity, are mentioned. These properties are not 
strictly needed for the proof of the Newton series, but they may be im-
portant for other applications, like tensor products and representations 
of kernels. 
Section 2 contains a survey of notations, definitions and preliminary 
theorems. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the well-~nown case of entire 
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functions of polynomial growth in ]Re zj and of exponential growth in 
]Im z]. This is a special case of entire functions of exponential growth 
in Jz], which will be considered in part II and which has been treated by 
Kioustelidis in [3]. However, we get a slightly stronger result on the 
convergence of the series (1.1). In section 4 formula (1.1) is derived 
with the aid of the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz, which is treated in 
section 3. In section 5 we give some properties of the series (1.3) and 
discuss possible generalizations of the results of sections 3 and 4. The 
exponential growth at infinity of a holomorphic function f determines the 
support of its Fourier transform g, which is compact as long as f is en-
tire. Sections 6, 8 and 9 deal with functions f holomorphic in tubular 
radial domains. Now the support of g is no longer compact. In section 6 
f has a distributional boundary value in S', the space of tempered distri-
butions. Furthermore section 6 describes the topologies of the spaces of 
such functions and of its Fourier transforms g. We will also consider the 
dual space of the last one. In section 7 the Newton series (1.1) is de-
rived for the functions f of section 6. The holomorphic functions f of 
section 8 only have limits to the distinguished boundary in Z', the 
Fourier transform of the space D' of Schwartz-distributions. Moreover, 
section 8 describes the Fourier transforms g of such functions f. In sec-
tion 9 the topologies of ttie spaces of the functions f and distributions 
g are given. Finally section 10 treats the Newton series for these func-
tions f. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
A.1. We denote by En the real and by ~n the complex n-dimensional vector 
n 
space; we denote the components of z Er by z. and write z = x + iy 
J 
W;th x and y ;n En·, dx d d dx d d F ( ) ~ ~ y means x 1 •.. n y 1 ..• Yn· or u = u 1 , ... ,un 
and v = (v1, ... ,vn) in En or Cn we mean by u•v the product 
u v + +u v · the product of a vector u in En or c0 by a scalar A is 1 1 • •• n n' 
denoted as AU. The norm of a vector u in En and z in Cn is 
llu 11= lu•u and llz 11= lz•z. If u E En,il will be the unit vector 
u/ llu II in the direction of u. With a. a multi-index a. =(a.., ••. ,a. ) we 
I , n 
4 
, la.I for a. 1+ ... +a. and a.! for a. 1 ! ... a. ! ; 
. n n 
2 by u we mean u•u. If c is a real constant, then c is the vector 
( ) . ,on C , ••• , C in .Jn • 
A.2. If V cEn or «f is an open set, we denote its closure by V, its 
complement by Ve, its bounda.ry by 3V and its convex envelope by O(V). 
If V is rel,atively compact we write V a:En. By TB we mean the tubular 
domain En+ iB in en. 
A.3. A cone C in En is defined by requiring that y EC implies AYE C 
for all A> 0. Each cone C defines a set pr C, the projection of C, 
on the unit sphere S in En by pr C = {y I y E C and 11 y 11 = 1}. On S 
we take the topology induced by En and the topology of pr C is deter-
mined as a subset of S. It is clear that a cone C #Enis open if and 
* only if pr C is open and O i C. The dual cone C of a cone C is de-
fined by c* = {, I y •, ~ 0 for all y E C}. We call a cone C' a rela-
tively compact subcone of the open cone C, denoted by C' a: C, if 
pr C' c pr C. 
4 . n oo A .. In the sequel C will be an open convex cone in~ and {Ck}k=1 a se-
quence of open relatively compact subcones of C with ~ a: Ck+ 1 a: C 
00 
for k=1,2, ... and k~ 1 Ck= c. We denote by a.k the minimum distance 
of 3pr Ck to 3pr Ck+1 rn radials and <\ = sin a.k. 
A,5 If a(y) is a continuous function on pr C, we will denote by a(y) the 
function II y II a(y), which is homogeneous of degree 1 on C. When this 
last function a is convex, that means, for all y 1 ,y2 EC and 
0 ~A~ 1, a(Ay1+(1-A)y2 ) ~ A a(y 1) + (1-A) a(y2 ), we also call the 
function a on pr C convex. 
A.6. Let Ebe a topological vector space, then E' will be the strong deal 
and<.,.> the bilinear form defining the duality between E and E'. 
B. Now we give some definitions of function spaces, which can be found 
n in Wloka [12], except the spaces in B.2 and B.3. Let O cE be open 
and Ma positive continuous weight function on 0. 
B.1. The space w1'1(M,O) is defined as the set of cf1 functions~ on O for 
00 
which 
def sup M(F,;) I Da~(F,;) I< 00 • 
f;EO 
la.I~ 
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With II• llm as norm W:(M,O) is a Banach space; we also write II• llm,O 
for the norm. Sometimes Mis labeled: M = M and we denote the norm p 
by II • II~ or if O is labeled too: 0 = o1 , by II • I lm,l or II • 11!,l . If 
p=l=mwejustwrite 11•11 = ll•llm = 11•1'1. 
m,m m,m m 
B.2. Now let M be continuous and positive on 5. Then we define w1'1(M,5) as 
00 
the subspace of w11(M,O), for which~ E vf'1(M,O) and its derivatives 
00 00 
Do.~ on O can be extended to continuous functions on 5. w1'1(M,5) is a 
00 
closed linear subspace of w1'1(M,O), so it is a Banach space with the 
00 
norm given in B.1. 
B.3. The subspace w1'1 0 (M,5} of vf'1(M,5) is defined in case O is not compact oo, 00 
by the requirement that 
lim M(F,;)Da~(F,;) = 0 for la.I s m. 
,~, t,;E5 
This subspace is closed, so that W:, 0 (M,5) is a Banach space with the 
norm given in B.1. 
B.4. Let now Q c c11 be open and Ma positive continuous weight function on 
Q. We define A (M,Q) as the set of functions holomorphic in Q for 
00 
which 
II f II= sup M(z) I f(z) I < 00 • 
ZEQ 
With this norm A (M,Q) is a Banach space. If Mis labeled: M = M we 
oo m 
6 
denote this norm by I] • Jim and if moreover Q = Qk, by 11 • II~ • 
B.5. We can identify~ 0 (M,O) with a closed linear subspace of 00' 
TT I I c0 (o) by means of the map qi-+ (MDaqi)I I . With the aid of the 
a~ a~ 
theorem of Hahn-Banach we can describe the continuous linear func-
tionals f on the space W:, 0(M,O): 
¢ E ~ 0 (M,5): 00' <f,¢> = I f-0 M(s) Da<P(s) dµa(s) lal::s;m 
with µa bounded Radon measures in O for lal::,; m and 
lifll= I I- ldµc/s)I 
lal::s;m 0 
see [7] V, §18.5.5. The norm dual to the norm of~ 0 (M,O) is 00' 
111 f 11 m = inf 11 g 11 
- f=(g ) 
a 
where the infimum is computed over all representations of the form 
f = ( g ) I I< with g E ( c0 ( 0))' . a a _m a 
C. In what follows we discuss some properties of the identity map be-
tween several W- and A-spaces, which again can be found in Wloka [ 12], 
except C. 2. Strictly, the identity maps are restrictions from functions 
on a large domain to a smaller domain and they are not necessarily in-
jective .. Let 02 c 01 c ]Rn be open sets, m::,; l and M1 (s) 2 M2(s) for 
SE 02 . 
C.1. The identity map: W:(M1,o 1)-+ W~(M2 ,o2 ) is continuous. 
C.2 If, morevoer, 52 c o1, M1 is continuous and positive on 61 and M2 on 
52 , and 
lim M2 (s)/M1(s) = 0 , s➔oo,sEB2 
then the following identity maps are continuous: 
C.3. Similarly to C.1 continuous identity maps exist between A-spaces; 
here they are embedding maps, that is injective, for a holomorphic 
function is determined by its values on an open set in Cn. Let 
r22 c n1 c [n be open sets and M1(z) 2: M2 (z) for z E r22 . 
~rhe embedding A,JM1 ,QJ) c ➔ A00 (M2 ,n2 ) is continuous. 
7 
Let E and F be two locally convex Hausdorff spaces. A linear map from 
E into F is caZZed compact if it transforms an open neighborhood of zero 
in E into a relatively compact set of F. If Eis a Banach space., this 
means that it mu.st transform every bounded set into a relatively compact 
set. We n01,J give conditions in order that the identity maps in C.1 and 
C. 3 are compact. We suppose m > 1. 
C.4. If there are open relatively compact subsets Kk of o2 with for 
k=1 ,2, ... Kk c ~+l c o2 and Uk~ = o2 and if for all s > 0 there is 
a k(s) such that, for all f;. E 02 \ Kk(s)' M2 (E;.) ~ s M1(E;.), 
then the identity map from W:(M1 ,o 1 ) into W~(M2 ,o2 ) is compact. 
c.5. By the same reasoning as in [12] one can proof that in C.4 the con-
dition i\ c ~+l can be replaced by i\ c o1 for all k=1 ,2, .... 
c.6. If Q2 = uksk with sk C sk+1 C ~n, where the sets sk are open relatively 
compact subsets of r22 .and if for all s > 0 there is a k( s) such that, 
for a11 z E r22 \ Sk( s), M2 ( z) ~ s M1 ( z), then· the embedding from 
A00 (M1 ,,r2 1) into AJM2 ,r22 ) is compact. 
c.7. As in c.5 we can replace the condition sk c sk+1 in c.6 by sk c n, 
for a11 k=1,2, .... 
D. We consider a special case, namely when M( f;.) is equal to 
where a and bare two real numbers, not necessarily positive. 
D.1. Let F be a closed convex set in JRn. Then according to Whitney [9] 
each function¢ E w11'1(1;F) (see definition B.2) is a Cm-function on 
00 
m . 
the closed set F. In that case¢ can be extended to a C -function ij; 
8 
I ) 
2) 
on JRn, which is bounded together with its derivatives on an open 
neighborhood U of F, see Whitney [10]. Thus the restriction map from 
\11(1;U) into \11(1;F) is surjective. Then according to the open mapping 
00 00 
theorem (see [8]) a constant K > 0 exists such that for all 
~ E \11(1;F), there is a~ E \11(1;U) with Da~(~) = Da~(~) for~ E F, 
00 00 
lal~ m, and with 11~11 U ~ K 11~11 F. I) m, m, 
When all Da~, a such that lal= m, are uniformly continuous on F 
(see [9]), we can take for U an arbitrary open £-neighborhood U of 
£ 2) . 00 • n F, see [10]. In that case there exists a C -function o on JR, equal 
to 1 on Farid to O outside U, whose derivatives are bounded on JRn. 
£ 
Multiplying~ by owe get an extension~= o~ of~, that is bounded 
onJRn just as its derivatives. For example a function~ E \11 0 (1;F) 00, 
and its derivatives Da~, lal ~ m, are uniformly continuous on F. 
Furthermore the construction of~ in [10] shows that also Da~ ap-
preaches zero as~ tends to infinity inside U, so that~ belongs to 
£ 
\11 0 ( 1 ;JRn). Thus 00, the restriction map from~ 0 (1;JRn) into~ 0 (1;F) oo, oo, 
is surjective and again it follows that there is a constant K such 
that 
II~ I~ ,llin ~ K II~ llm,F · 
On \11(M b;U) the norm 
oo a, 
is equivalent to the norm 
sup lna(1+ 11 ~ 11) aeb II~ II~(~) I• 
~EU, la I ~m 
See [6], p.98, for more general conditions on F, under which 
11 ~ l~-l,U ~ K II~ llm,F for some nonnegative 1 ~ m depending on F. 
The uniform continuity is not necessary, see [11]. 
D.2. 
Also the assertion 
lim (1+ 11 s II) aeb ll i; IIDa.<j>(i;) = o 
l;--+<x>, /;EU 
for all a. with la.Ism is equivalent to the assertion 
lim Da.(1+lli;ll)aeblli;ll<j>(I;) = 0 
I; --+<x> , I;€ u 
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for all a. with la.IS m. Therefore we can conclude that the restriction 
map 
I : vf1 0 ( M b ;]Rn ) + vf1 0 ( M b ; F) 
oo, a, oo, a, 
is surjective, so that there is a K > 0 with 
11 ~ I Im ]Rn S 11 ¢ I '1n_ F 3 ) 
~ , 
Hence there is a continuous right-inverse map J of I, J<j> = <j> and 
I 0 J<j> = <j>, from vf1 0 (M b;F) into vf1 0 (M b;]Rn). oo, a, oo, a, 
From D.1 it follows that for any bounded set Bin vf1 0 (M b;F) there 
oo' a, 
is a bounded set B1 in ·w:,0 (Ma,b;En) with IB1 ~ B, namely 
B1 ={xix= J<j>,<j> EB}. Thus the image under the transpose map I' of 
the open set V = {f I < f,<j> > < E,<j> EB} in (w°1 0 (M b;F))' is 
oo' a' 
I'V = {g I g E Im I', < g,x > < E,X E B1}, which is open in 
"..m (M ·]Rn))' n ImL' Since I 1·s surJ·ecti·ve, I' is 1 - 1 and lWoo 'O b' . 
, a, 
_(Wm 0 (M b;F))' is a closed linear subspace of (vfl 0 (M b;]Rn))'. oo, a, oo, a, 
Remark. In fact the surjectivity of I implies that Im I' is weakly 
closed (see [8, theorem 37.2]) and from this it follows that 
(vfl 0 (M b;F))' can be identified (by means of I') with the subspace oo, a, 
W'(F) of (W: 0 (M b;]Rn))' consisting of the elements with support in 
, a, 
F. Indeed, W' (F), which is defined as those fin (vfl 0 (M b;]Rn))' with oo, a, 
3) See 01] for the space w°1(M 0 ;F); also there, more general conditions oo m, 
on F are given in order that 11 ~ 11 l,]Rn s K II <I> II F" 
m- m, 
10 
<f,~> = 0 for all~ in ef11 0 (M b;JRn) having their support in Fe, also 00, a, 
vanishes on the closure of the space of such~, which is just Ker I. 
Then according to [8, prop. 35.4] W'(F) is the weak closure of Im I'. 
So we see from B,5 that the elements of(~ 0 (M b;JRn))' with 00' a, 
support in F can be represented as derivatives of measures in F. This 
is not true for general sets F. 
D.3, Let 51 be a convex closed set and o2 a subset not necessarily open, 
contained in or equal to 51 • Further, let M1 = Ma,b and let M2 be a 
positive continuous weight function on o2 , such that for all£> 0, 
there is a R > O, so that,for all, E o2 with II, II ~ R,M2(,) ~ £M1(,). 
For example M2 = Mc,d with c < a or d < b. Then according to c.5 the 
restriction map I from W:, 0 (M1;JRn) into w:, 0 (M2 ;o2 ) is compact (m>l), 
because W 0-spaces are subspaces of W -spaces. Hence also the restric-00, 00 
tion map I 0 J from W:, 0 (M1;51) into w:, 0 (M2 ;o2 ) is compact. Thus for 
51 closed and convex and M1 = Ma,b we have found a more general con-
dition for the map in C.6 to be compact. 
E. We will need the following two theorems about compact mappings; they 
can be found in [2]. 
E.1. (Schauders theorem): If t~e map T: E ➔ F (E and Fare normed spaces) 
is compact, then the transpose map T': F' ➔ E' b~tween the strong 
duals is compact too. 
E.2. A compact map between normed spaces transforms weakly convergent se-
quences into convergent sequences. 
Further we will need two theorems, one is the form of the Banach-
Steinhaus theorem given in [11] and the other is Bochner's theorem, 
which can be found in [11] too. 
E.3. If a sequence of linear continuous functionals f on a Banach space B 
n 
with norm II • I Im has a weak limit on a dense subset of B and if the 
norms 
l<f ,~> I 
n 
sup----< C for all n, 
~EB II~ llm 
11 
then the sequence converges weakly to a continuous linear functional 
on B. 
E.4. If a function f is holomorphic in the tubular domain TB =JRn + iB with 
Ban open connected set inJRn, where n ~ 2, then f is holomorphic in 
the convex envelope O(TB) =JRn + iO(B) too. 
F. We give some properties of countable projective and inductive limits, 
which can all be found in [2]. We only consider inductive limits that 
are composed of spaces injectively embedded in each other. 
00 
F.1. Let {Em}m=l be a sequence of locally convex Hausdorff spaces and 
E ➔ E be continuous maps. In case for each p there is am> p 
m p 7T mp 
that a map 7T exists, the projeative Zimit E = proj 
mp 00 • 
such lim E is 
m m 
defined as the subspace of n1 Em for which 1r 01r = 1T, where 7T is mp m p p 
the projection TT E ➔ E, provided with the relative product topology, 
m m p 
that is the least fine topology such that all the maps 7T : E ➔ E are 
m m 
continuous. In case for each m there is a p > m such that 7T exists 
mp 
and is injective, we define the induative Zimit E = ind lim E as 
m m 
00 E = u1 Em provided with the finest locally convex topology such that 
the embedding maps 7T: E ➔ E are continuous; here we consider E as 
m m m 
a subset of E so that 7T 01r = 1r. p ·p mp m 
F.2. The projective limit of complete spaces is itself complete and a pro-
jective limit of Banach spaces is a Frechet space 
F.3. Both, projective and inductive limits, are Hausdorff spaces. 
F.4. A continuous map T from a locally convex space F 
continuous if and only if all the maps 7T oT from 
m 
tinuous. A continuous map T from ind lim E into 
m m 
into proj 
Finto E 
m 
a locally 
lim E 
m m 
are con-
convex 
is 
space Fis continuous if and only if all the maps To1r from E into F 
are continuous. 
F.5. From F.4 follows: if E = proj 
projective limits (if E = ind 
inductive limits) and if for 
T: E ➔ F, exist, where m' 
m m m 
m m 
lim E and F = proj lim F both are 
m m m m 
lim E and F = ind lim F both are 
m m m m 
infinitely many m continuous maps 
~ m (m•~m) depends on m, such that 
12 
T o7f == TI 1 1 °T , where p < m and p 1 < m' (p>m and p'>m'), then the p mp mp m 
maps T induce a continuous map from E into F. 
m 
F.6. From F.5 follows: if E = proj lim E (E = ind lim E ) and if for all 
m m m m 
1=1,2, .... locally convex spaces F1 and continuous maps s1 : Ep-+ F1 and 
T1 : F1 -+ Em exist with p ~ 1 ~ m (p$l$m), such that Tipm = T1 os1 , then 
also E -- proj lim1 Fl (E = ind lim1 Fl). 
F. 7. From F. li- and F. 5 follows: a projective limit E = proj lim E of com-
- m m m 
plete spaces E is equal to E = proj lim ~ where E is the closure 
m m 
of E in the topology of E. 
. m 
F.8. If for all m the maps TI (TI ) are compact for some p > m depending pm· mp 
on m, we call the projective limit an FS-space (the inductive limit 
an LS-space). 
F.9. FS-spaces (LS-spaces) can be represented as projective limits (in-
ductive limits) of Banach spaces, so that according to F.2 an FS-space 
is a Fr~chet space. 
F.10. LS- and FS-spaces are Mantel spaces. Mantel spaces are reflexive; the 
strong dual of a Mantel space is again a Mantel space. In a Mantel 
space a bounded set is relatively compact and weakly convergent se-
quences in the dual are strongly convergent. 
F.11. LS- and FS-spaces are bornological. A bounded map from a bornological 
space into a locally convex space is always continuous. 
F.12. The strong dual E' of an LS-space E = ind lim E is the FS-space 
m m 
proj lim E'. The strong 
m m 
dual E' of an FS-space E = proj lim E , 
m m 
where TI E is dense in E (then 
mp m p 
is the LS-space ind lim E'. 
m m 
F.13. If E is embedded isomorphically 
m 
TIE is dense in E too; see also F.7), 
m m 
into E by p TI (p>m), that is if the mp 
topology of E is the one induced by 
m E ' p we call the inductive limit 
strict. 
F.14. LS-spaces and strict inductive limits of complete spaces are complete. 
F .15. An inductive limit E = ind lim E is called regular, if every bounded 
m m 
set is contained in some E and is bounded there. 
m 
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F.16. LS-spaces and strict inductive limits of complete spaces are regular. 
G. We apply the results of F to the W- and A-spaces of section B. We 
will pay special attention to being nuclear. We do not say when a 
space is nuclear (see for this [2] or [8] )., but we merely give con-
ditions in order that the occurring spaces are nuclear. Let 
G.1. 
W(O) = proj limm W:<Mm;Om), with Om+1 => Om open in JRn, O = Um Om and 
M +1(s) ~ M (s) for s € 0. m m m 
If the maps TI +1 satisfy the conditions in c.4 or c.5 W(O) is an m ,m 
FS-space. According to C.2 and F.6 the same conditions imply that 
W(O) can be represented as proj lim r,jD- 0 (M ;O ). In view of B.5 and m 00 , m m 
F.12 the representation of W(O) as projective limit of W 0-spaces 00, 
facilitates the description of the dual. 
G.2. When W(O) is an FS-space, a sequence $k converges in W(O), if $k(s) 
converges for each s E O and if ll$kll ~ K, where K are constants 
m m m 
independent of k for m=1,2, •.•. 
G.3. We will consider two conditions HS 1 and HS2 (see [12]) on the weight 
functions M, which imply the conditions in C.4 or C.5. HS and HS 
m 1 2 
(HS 1) 
make sure that W(O) is a nuclear FS-space. An FS-space is nuclear, if 
it can be represented•as a projective limit of Hilbert spaces, where 
the maps TI are Hilbert-Schmidt type maps (s-ee [12]). As Hilbert-pm 
spaces we take the spaces w:12(M ;O) of all measurable functions$, m m 
for which the weak derivatives D0 ~ exist when lal~ m, such that 
MD0 $ belongs to 1 2(0 ). The inproduct is 
m 
Let HS 1 be: for all m there is a p > m, such that 
I Mm(s) 2 (M (s)) ds < 00. 
0 p 
m 
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This implies that the restriction map S from wP(M ;O ) into p,m oo p p 
w;(Mm;Om) is continuous. Let HS2 be: for all m there is a p > m + n/2 
such that 
Om can be covered in OP by balls K(t,dt) with centre t and ra-
dius d.t and with dt-n/2 M ( t) / M ( E;,) ~ A < 00 for t E O and 
m p m 
E;, E K(t,dt) cop. 
This implies that the restriction map T from wP2(M ;O ) into p,m p p 
~(M ;O ) is continuous. Hence in virtue of F.6 W(O) is a projective 
00 m m 
limit of Hilbert spaces; it also follows (see [12]) that S oT l,m p,l 
(p>l>m) is a Hilbert-Schmidt type map. Hence HS 1 and HS2 ensure that 
W(O) is a nuclear FS-space. 
G.4. Let 5 be the closure of an open convex set inJRn and let a(m) and 
b(m) be two non-decreasing sequences, where for all mat least one 
of the inequalities am+l > am and bm+l > bm is valid. Suppose 
G.5. 
4) 
Mm= Ma(m),b(m)" Then for all£> 0 and m=1,2, .•. there is an 
R = R(£,m) > 0 such that, for all E;, E 5 with IIE;, II~ R, M (E;,) ~ 
m 
~ £ Mm+l(E;,) (in other words Mm(E;,)/Mm+l(E;,) approaches Oas E;, tends to 
infinity in 5). According to D.3, W(5) = proj lim vf1 0(M ;O) is an m 00 , m 
FS-space and W(5) also is the projective limit of ifl(M ;5). 
oo m 
According to F.12 the du.al W' (5) is the LS-space ind lim (~(M ;5))'. 
m 00 m 
As in D.1 we have that a C00-function on a closed set F, whose deriv-
atives are uniformly continuous and bounded on F, can be extended to 
a C00-function on]Rn (see [10]), which is bounded on every £-neighbor-
hood of F. Hence the restriction map I from the Frechet spaces W(JRn) 
into W(5) is surjective. As in D.2 two things follow: firstly W'(5) 
is a closed linear subspace of W'(JRn) and secondly W'(5) is the space 
of all elements of W'(JRn) with support in 5. 4 ) 
The conditions on 5, mentioned in the footnotes on pages 8 and 9, also 
imply the second statement, from which the first statement and the 
surjectivity of I follow. 
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G.6. It is clear that the functions Mm satisfy the conditions HS 1 and HS 2 in 
G.3 with Om replaced byJRn, so that dt = d can be taken independent 
oft. Therefore W(JRn) is nuclear. Hence its dual W'(JRn) and the lin-
ear subspace W'(O) are nuclear. Since W'(O) is reflexive, also W(O) 
is nuclear. 
G.7. The same properties as in G.1, G.2 and G.3 are valid for A spaces: 
let n be an increasing (decreasing) sequence of domains in en with 
m 
union (intersection) n and let Mm be an increasing (decreasing) se-
quence of continuous positive weightfunctions on nm. Condition HS 1 is: 
(HS 1) \t'm,3p > m (Vp,3m>p) dx dy::; co, 
Condition HS2 is: Vm,3p > m (Vp,3m>p) such that 
n can be covered in 
m 
. } . -n i=1, •.• ,n with d 
z 
w E D(z,d) c n. 
z p 
n by polydiscs D(z,d ) = {w I lw.-z. I < d , p Z i i Z 
M (z)/M (w)::; A< co for z En and 
m p m 
Then HS 1 and HS2 ensure that a projective (inductive) limit of 
A (M ;n ) spaces is a nuclear FS-space (nuclear LS-space). Here we 
co m m 
have the Hilbert space.s A2(Mm;nm) of all in nm holomorphic functions 
f, for which M f belongs to L2(n) with inproduct 
m m 
(f,g) = Jn 
m 
2 -M (z) f(z)•glz) dx dy. 
m 
HS 1 implies that the embedding of A (M ;n ) into A2(M ;n ) is contin-co p p m m 
uous and HS2 implies that the embedding of A2(M ;n) into A (M ;n ) p p co m m 
is continuous. 
G.8. Let nk be an increasing sequence of domains in en with union n and 
let M be a decreasing sequence of continuous.positive weightfunctions 
m 
on n. Let us denote proj li~ A2(Mm;nkl by A2(Mm;n) and the closure 
of this space in A2(Mm;nk) by A2(Mm;n)k and let us take the same 
notations for the A -spaces. Assume that we have already proved that 
co 
for some positive integer q all spaces A (M ;n)R (m=1,2 ... and 
co m . 
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k=J,2, .•• } can be continuously embedded into A (M ;Q) for all 
00 m+q 1 
1 ~ k. Furthermore, suppose that the conditions HS 1 and HS2 of G.7 
are satisfied, so that for all k and some rand t > O, there are 
continuous maps from A (M ;Qk) into A2 (M ;Qk) and from this last 00 m m+r 
space into A00 (Mm+r+t;Qk_ 1 ). In particular it follows that the identi-
ty map from A2 (M ;Q) into A2(M + +t;Q 1 ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt type m m m r m- -
map. This remains true if we restrict this map to A2(Mm;Q)m. Then the 
range is contained in A2 (Mm+r+t;Q)m-l, which can continuously be em-
d . 1 . A ( )m-2 . bed ed successive y into 00 Mm+r+2t;Q , into 
( )m+2r+2t+q . ( )m+2r+2t+q A00 Mm+r+2t+q;Q and int~ A2 Mm+2r+2t+q;Q . Hence 
the space H = ind lim A (M ;Q)m is also the inductive limit of the 
m-00 m 
Hilbert spaces A2(Mm;Q)m, where the embedding maps are of Hilbert-
Schmidt type. Thus His nuclear. 
G.9. Projective and inductive limits of nuclear spaces are nuclear. 
H. We give some special examples of function spaces and their duals, 
namely the usual spaces of distributions; they can be found in [8] 
or [ 12]. 
H.1. We define the LS-space S' of tempered distributions as the dual of 
the FS-space S = proj lim '11((1+ lls II )m,Rn) = proj lim if1 0 
. m 00 m 00 , 
( ( 1+ 11 s 11 )m;Rn). We denote W!, 0( ( 1+ II s II )m ,Rn) ~ith the norm 11 • llm 
by S and if1 0 ( ( 1+ II s II )p ;]Rn) with the norm II • II P by sP. Sometimes m 00 , m m 
we write Sk and Ss in order to express that the distributions f, in 
that case also written as fs, act on functions cp of the variables; 
this action is written as <f,cp>, <f,cp>S' <fs,<l>(s)>, <f,cp>s or 
<fc<l>(s)>s. 
The Fourier transform Fis an isomorphism of S onto Sand we 
have 
F[ cp ] ( X ) def Joo e ix• s cp ( s ) ds 
_ex, 
and II F [cp] II m :s; c II cp II p+n+r for any r > 0 and c > 0 depending on r. p .,, r m r 
We define the Fturier transform of distributions fin S' by 
H.2. 
H.3. 
H.4. 
<F [fJ ,cf>> = <f ,F [ct,J > 
for all cf, ES. We will always use the square brackets F[•J for the 
Fourier transform in S'. 
Let O be open inE.n and K an increasing sequence of relatively 
m 
compact open subsets of O with Km c Km+1 cc O for m=1,2, ..• and 
l7 
UK = O. We 
mm 
support in 0 
define the LS-space E'(O) of distributions with compact 
as the dual of the FS-space E(O) = proj lim ~(1;K ). 
m 00 m 
If O = En we just write E' and E. We denote ~(1;K) with the norm 
oo m 
II• II or 11 • II Eby E (R ) and ~(1 ;it) with the norm 11 • 11 kor 
m m m m 00 -K m, 
II • II E k by E ( it ) . m, m -K 
n { }oo • V ( ) Let O c :R and ~ k=1 be as in H.2. We define the space ' 0 of 
distributions in Oas the dual of the strict inductive limit 
V(O) = ind li~ V(~) with V(~) the FS-space of C00-functions with 
compact support in~ provided with the projective limit topology 
induced by the norms 11 cf, II k = II cf, II V k def sup { IDact,UJ I I ~ E K_ , 
m, m, -K 
lal~ m}. We denote by Vm(~) the closure of V(~) in the norm 
II• II k and we write V' and V, if O = En. 
m, 
The space Z consisting of entire functions is defined as 
Z = ind li~ proj lim~ A00 ((1+llz II )me-k lly II ;tn). The Fourier trans-
form is an isomorphism between V and Z. The dual of Z is denoted by 
Z'. 
3. ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we give appropriate topologies to the spaces occuring 
in the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz. 
In the sequel K will be a compact convex set inE.n and O an open con-
vex neighborhood of K in:Rn. We define the function 
IK(y) = sup - y•~. 
~EK 
Since K is convex we have{~ I - y•~ ~ IK(y), Vy E E.n} =Kand if OE K, 
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then IK(y) ~ 0. If K is the ball with centre O and radius a in IBn, then 
IK(y) = al]y]j. 
The definition of the Fourier transform f of a distribution g EE' or 
E' (0) (H.2) given in H.1 agrees with 
f(x) ix• c; = <g ,e > c; (see [8, prop. 29.1]). 
According to the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz [8, theorem 29.2] the 
Fourier transform f of a distribution g E E'(O) with support contained in 
n . . . . K can be extended to the complex space t as an entire function satisfying 
( 3. 1 ) 
I (y) 
If( z) J ~ M( 1+ ]I z II )me K for all z n = X + iy EC , 
where Mis a certain positive constant and man integer, both depending on 
f. Conversely such a function is the Fourier transform of a distribution 
with support in K. This extended Fourier transform f of g is given by 
(3.2) f(z) i Z • c; = <g ,e > c; (see [8, prop. 29.1]). 
We provide the space of entire functions f that satisfy (3.1) with a 
topology such that the Fourier transform Fis an isomorphism (a bijective 
map in both directions continuous). Let {K }00 1 be an increasing sequence mm= 
of open relatively compact convex sets inIBn with K c K 1 = 0 for m m+ 
m=1,2, ... and U00 1 K = O, where O is an open convex set in IBn (not neces-m= m 
sarily with compact closure). We define the Banach space ~(K) according 
m 
toB.4by 
with the norm II• llm. From C.7 it follows that the identity map from 
Hm(K) into ~+1(K 1 ) is compact, so that m m+ 
H(O) def ind lim ~(K) 
m 
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is an LS-space (see F.8). Therefore H(O) is a bornological (F.11), regular 
(F.16) and complete (F.14) Montel space (F.10). Moreover, according to G.7 
H(O) is nuclear. 
The space E'(O) of distributions with compact support in O has been 
given in H.:2 and it follows from F.12 that E'(O) = ind lim (E (K ))'. 
m m m 
Now we state and prove the main theorem of this section. 
iz•~ Theorem 3.1. The map F: E'(O) ➔ H(O) given by F(g)(z) = <g~,e > for 
g E E'(O) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. The bijectivity of Fis the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz. In 
order to prove the continuity of Fit is sufficient to prove that Fis a 
bounded map, since E'(O) is bornological (see F.11). So let B c E'(O) be 
a bounded set, that means according to F. 1 5 and F. 16 that B c ( E ( K ) ) ' 
m m 
and for all g EB llgl[ ~ M for some integer m and positive constant M. 
-m 
For the images F(g) = f we have 
If( z) I = l<g ,e12 .~>I ~ 
IK (y) 
~ M(1+llzll)me m 
n for ally EC . Thus 
-IK (y) 
= sup (1+ llz 11)-me m lf(z)I~ M, 
ZECn 
so that f E ~(K) and F(B) is bounded in ~(K ), thus bounded in H(O). 
m m 
In order to prove the continuity of F- 1 it is again sufficient to 
prove that, for each m, F- 1 is a bounded map from ~(K) into 
m 
(Em+n+ 1 (Km+n+ 1))', since H(O) is bornological and regular. Let A c ~(Km) 
be a bounded set; thus there exists a positive constant M such that for all 
f E A 
(3.3) 
IK (y) 
lf(z) I~ M( 1+ 11 z ll)me m n for all z Ea::. 
For all¢ ES (see H.1) we get for the images g = F-1(f) E E'(O) 
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~ MC ll F- 1[<1>] llm+n+1~ MCc II <j> lln+1 • 0 1 m+n+1 
Thus r 1 is a bounded map from Ifl(K) into (Sn+1 1) 1 • The range of this m m+n+ 
map consists of distributions in S' with support in K according to the 
m 
theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz, so the range of F- 1 is contained in 
(E + +1(R ))', because K is convex (see the remark in D.2). From D.2 it m n m m 
follows that (Em+n+1(Rm))' is a linear subspace of (s::~+1) 1 , thus F- 1 
is a bounded map from Ifl(K) into (E + +1(R ))' and certainly into m m n m 
(Em+n+1 (Km+n+1)) 1. • D 
Remark 3.1. In fact we have shown that 
(3.4) r 1 is a continuous map from Ifl(Km) into (Em+n+1(R ))', and that 
(3.5) Fis a continuous map from (Em+n+1(Rm))' into Ifl+n*1(Km). 
Remark 3.2. In vieuw of F.6 and remark 3.1 we see that F is an isomorphism 
also between the LS-spaces (E(R))' def ind lim (E (K))' and 
def. d m m H(K) lim ~(K), where K is an open relatively compact set . JRn = in l.n ; 
m 
that (E(R))' is an LS-space follows from D.3 too. In G.5 is stated that 
(E(K))' is a closed linear subspace of S'. Therefore (E()))' is a closed 
linear subspace of (E(~+1))' and the inductive limit E' ef ind li~ 
(E(~))' is strict. It follow~ from F.4 and F,5 that a continuous map from 
E' into E'(O) exists and from F.5 that a continuous ~ap from E'(O) into E' 
exists. Thus according to F.6 E' = E'(O) and since for the same reason F 
is an isomorphism between E' and ft def ind li~ H(~), 
(3.6) H(O) = ind lim ind lim Ifl(~) , 
k-+<x> ~ 
where the inductive limit form ➔ 00 yields an LS-space and the inductive 
limit fork ➔ 00 is a strict inductive limit of complete spaces. 
In part II, where entire functions of exponential growth in llz II will 
be treated, we will see that it is not possible to separate the original 
inductive limit into two inductive limits. This difference is closely 
related to the difference between the concepts support of a distribution 
and carrier of an analytic functional. 
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4. NEWTON SERIES FOR ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we derive the Newton series (1.1) for entire functions 
satisfying (3.3). 
For the series (1.3) to be convergent it is sufficient that for h E en 
le-h•s-11 < 1. If we denote the real and imaginary part of -h•s by u and v: 
-h•s = u + iv, we get 
so for u "::/- -co: eu < 2 cos v or (see fig. 4.1) 
( 4. 1 ) u < log(2 cos v) 
V 
- - - - - - - - - h+2k11 
og 2 
- - - - - - - - - - -h+2k11 
Figure 4.1 
For the carrier K of the Fourier transform off we have 
(4.2) 
and for the support K of the Fourier transform g off, in case g is a dis-
tribution, we have 
(4.3) Kc O = {~ I h 
-h•~ n le -11 < 1 } c :R • 
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For any~ E Oh ands Et 
N 
lim I (:) (e-h•~-1)k = e-sh•~ E E(O) 
N-+oo k=O h 
and, for all m, le-h•~-1lsp <1 
m 
when ~ E Km a: Oh. Thus 
independent of N, because 
1(:)1 = ls(s-1) .•• (s-k+1)/k!lslsl( !sl+1) ••• (lsl+k-1)/k! = 
and the series converges according to d'Alemberts criterium: 
lim 
k-+oo 
Using G.2 we come to 
( ls l+k)(k+l) 
k+1 1 . Isl +k Pm im k-m+1 = k-+oo 
p < 1. 
m 
Lemma 4.1. The sequence 
N 
{ \ (s) ( -h•~ )k}oo . E( ) l e -1 N=l aonv~Pges ~n Oh. 
k=O k 
Let f be an element of H(Oh) and let g E E'(Oh) be its inverse Fourier 
transform. With the aid of theorem 3.1 and lemma 4.1 we derive the Newton 
n 
series for z,h Et ands Et: 
(4.4) f( z+ish) 
oo k 
= I (:)<g~, I (!) 
k=O m=O 
oo k 
= \ (s) \ (k) 
L. k l m k=O m=O 
00 
(-1)k-mf(z+imh) = L (s) ~k1·hf(z) 
k=O k 
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according to (1.2). Considering 
(4.5) 
as a multiplicator in E'(Oh) we see from lemma 4.1 that for any g € E'(Oh) 
the sequence {gs~N(s)};=l converges weakly in E'(Oh) and since E(Oh) is a 
Mantel space, it converges strongly too (F.10). Therefore according to 
theorem 3.1 the Newton series (4.4) converges in the topology of H(Oh). 
It follows that (4.4) certainly converges uniformly in z on compact sub-
sets of tn, which is the convergence given in [3]. 
If in addition one wants to know of all the norms that determine the 
topology of H(Oh) the finest one (the largest), in which the series (4.4) 
converges, the convergence of the sequence gs~N(s) needs to be analysed 
more precisely. If g € (Em(~))' the limit of this sequence also belongs 
to (Em(~))'. Denoting the limit e-sh•~ of ~N(s) by ~(s) and remarking 
that for each m there is a constant C such that for any two functions 
m 
we get for every~€ E(Oh) with the aid of lemma 4.1 
for N sufficiently large. Hence the sequence {gs~N(~)};=l converges 
strongly in (Em(~))'. From this and from (3.4) and (3,5) we derive that 
the series (4.4) with f satisfying (3,3) converges according to: 
VE> O, 3N0 (E), Vz € Cn and VN ~ N0 
(4.6) jf(z+ish) -
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The convergence is absolute too, for 
with r = m+n+1 and the right-hand side of this inequality is the general 
term of an absolutely converging sequence. 
Thus we have proved 
Theorem 4. 1. For f satisfying (3. 3) with Km = Oh, where Oh is given by 
(4.3), the Newton series (4.4) is valid; the series converges 
absolutely in the topology of H(Oh) or more precisely accord-
ing to (4.6). 
We can interprete the results we have obtained in a different way. 
IK(y) is a convex homogeneous function of y E JRn determined by the compact 
n . . . 
convex set K = JR ; conversely an arbitrary convex continuous function a 
on the unit sphere pr JRn (this means that the homogeneous function 
a(y) = IIY II a.(y) of y E JRn is convex, see A.5 and for the notations A.1 
and A.3) determines a compact convex set K by 
(4.7) K = {~ I -y•~::;; a(y) n -for all y E JR with II y 11 = 1 } . 
Now let the entire function f be given such that for all z E en 
(4.8) lf(z) I ::;; M(1+ II z II )mea(y) ; 
f is the Fourier transform of a distribution with support in K, where K is 
given by (4.7). From (4.1) and (4.3) it follows that for f satisfying (4.8) 
the Newton series (4.4) is valid, if h = h1+ih2 E Cn is such that 
for some integer k, where the inequalities must hold for both the+ and the 
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- sign, because - a(-h) $ - h•s $ a(h) for s EK. In case h E ]Rn is real, 
this means that the Newton series is valid for all vectors h such that for 
any y E pr C, whenever h = llhlly, 
II h 11 < log 2 
a(y) 
I J h 11 arbitrarily large 
5. POSSIBLE GENERALIZATIONS 
if a(y) > o or 
if a(y) $ 0 • 
I. If~ varies in a compact set of Qh (see (4.2)), the series (1.3) and 
its derivatives converge uniformly. We remark that also for~ in non-
compact sets of Qh the series (1.3) and its derivatives converge. We 
investigate how this convergence depends on~-
First let us estimate the Newton polynomial(:) ins EC: 
(s) s(s-1) .•• (s-k+1) _l = ( 1)k-1 
k = (k-1)! k - k s( 1-s)( 1- !) ... (1 - k~1) = 
s ( 1 1 ) (- 1 )k-1 {k-1 s rl_ -s 1+2+, .. + k-1 
= k s. r~1(1- r)e f e 
Fork+ 00 the factor between brackets becomes Euler's infinite product, 
which equals 
1 1 
-e 
r(-s) -s 
s y 
where y is Euler's constant 
( 1 1 y = lim 1+2+, .•. + k- 1 - log k) 
k➔oo 
(see [5]). 
Here 1/f(-s) is an entire function. Furthermore 
(- 1 )k-1 
k 
[ 1 1 ys] -s(y+log k) s - e e 
r(-s) -s 
(-1 )k 1 
= ---,--.,.. 
r (-s) ' 
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Re s+1 s 
so that lr(-s)Jk l(k)I ➔ ask ➔ 00 • 
Thus there is an index N1(s) depending on s such that for Res~ - a 
with a~ 0 
( 5. 1 ) 2 a-1 :,:;II'(-s)lk for all k ~ N1(s) 
Moreover, there is a constant B depending on s such that for Re s ~ - a 
s 
(5.2) for all k=1,2, ... 
Fors rn a compact set in C, N1(s) and 1/lr(-s)I are uniformly bounded. 
According to (4.1) and (4.2) we can write Qh as 
Qh = {r; I - Re h•s < log(2 cos Im h•d} c en 
and for O < E:,:; ~ we define 
Q(s) = {,;] - Re h•r; < log(2 cos Im h•r;-s)} c Qh. 
where E may depend on r; provided that O < s(r;):,:; ~ for alls E Qh. 
For r; E Q(s) we have 
-h•r I 2(-Re h•r) -Re h•r ] 1 - e ..,J = ✓ 1 + e .., - 2e .., cos Im h • r; :,:; 
2(-Re h•r;) -Re h•s ( -Re h•r; E) + e - e e + :,:; 
-Re h•s Ee :,:; , -Re h•r; def 1 - 2Ee p , 
so that ~ :5: 1 - E < p < 1. Hence the function <j>N( E;) defined in ( 4. 5) 
can be extended to a function <j>N(r;) holomorphic in Qh and we get for 
Res~ - a according to (5.2) 
N 
s 1 + B L p~a-1 s 
s k=1 
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1 + B r(a)/(-log p) 0 , in case a> O 
s 
1 + B {- log( 1-p)} , in case a = O. 
s 
For r; € Q(e:) we get, respectively, 
B r(a) B r(a) 
B r ( a )( _g) a e aRe h • r; 1 + s s 1 + s s 1 + s 
(-log p) 0 {-log( 1-he -Re h•l;)}a s e: 
C ( ) 1 aRe h • r; for a > 0 , s s ,a a e 
e: 
1 + B {- log( 1-p ) } s 1 - B log h + B 11 h II • 11 r; II s 
s s s 
1 
s C ( s) log - • ( 1+ 11 r; II ) 
e: 
for a= 0. 
In order to estimate the derivatives we note that ~N(r;) is holo-
morphic in Qh and that there is an e: 1 > 0 such that 
namely for e: 1 = e:/(6llhll) we have for r; E tn with lr;-i:;0 I< e: 1 and 
i:; 0 E Q(e:) :- Re h•r; s - Re h•i:;0 + e: 1 llh II s log(2 cos Im h•i:;0-e:)+e: 1 II~ lls 
s log(2 cos Im h•r; + e: 1 llti·ll-e:) + e: 1 llh 11 = log(2 cos Im h•r; - ¾ e:)~ e: s 
( ) ( 5 e: 2 e: 
slog 2 cos Im h•r; + log 1 - 6 2 cos Im h•r;) + 6 2 cos Im h•r; s 
s log(2 cos Im h•r;) + log(1 - -63 2 e:Im h )= log(2 cos Im h•r; - ; cos . l; 
For the derivatives we obtain by means of Cauchy's formula the bounds 
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f f .~N(z) 
• 
0 0 k+1 
. (,;-z) 
1,;.-z. I= 4-
i i vn 
where k+T = (k1+1, ••. ,kn+1). 
Finally we have found constants C. such that for Res~ - a and for 
]. 
every multi-index k 
c 1(s,k,a.) a+ I k I 
£ 
a.Re h •,; 
e . , 
c2 ( s ,k) 10, ~ f £ ( 1 + II ,; II ) , 
£ 
a > 0 
a= 0. 
Now let us take dd = Eo/11,; ll 13 if II,; II> 1 and£(,;)= £0 if 111; II $ 1 
for some fixed i;: 0 , 0 < e0 s; and (3 ~ O, then we have 
_c1(s,k,a.)(1+ll,;II )a.(3+f3lklea.Re h•?;;, a> o 
( 5 . 3 ) V,; E n ( £( ,;) ) : I Dk ~N ( ,;) I s 
c2 ( s ,k)( 1+ II,; II ) 1+(3 lk I ( 1+(3log( 1+ II,; II)), a = o. 
For N0 ~ N1(s) and all N > N0 we have according to (5.1) 
(5.4) VI; E Q(i;:(1;)): k D (~N(,;) - ~N (1;:))I $ 
0 
c'{(k,a.) A(s)(1~111; ll)a.S+Slklea.Re h•,;, a > 0 
c;(k) A(s)( 1+ 111; 11) 1+(3 lkl ( 1+(3log( 1+ II,; 11)), a =O 
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II. Let us now investigate how we can generalize the results of sections 
3 and 4. 
a) First we take ha real vector inJRn. 
We consider distributions gin S' or V' for the Fourier transform. 
of which we want to derive the Newton series (1.1). In any case the 
support of g has to be contained in the halfspace Oh= { I; I - h•I; < a} 
with a= log 2. As we want the Newton series (1.1) to be valid for 
several vectors h, say for h EV c Rn, the support of g must lie in 
OV = {I; I Vh EV: - h•I; <a}= OO(V)' where O(V) is the convex envelope 
of V, since sup{- h•I; I h EV}= sup{- h•I; I h E O(V)}. So if the Newton 
series is valid for h EV, it is also valid for h E O(V). Therefore we 
take Van open convex set inJRn. If h varies in V, h varies in a set U 
on the unit sphere. U determines a convex cone C by 
C = {I; I Vy Eu, A> 0: I;= Ay} ; 
we have U = pr C (see A.3). Let r(y) = sup{A I Ay EV} for y E pr C, 
the largest length of a vector in Vin the direction of y and let 
a(y) = log 2/r(y). Then we have 
Ov = {I; I Vy E pr,C: - y•I; < a(y)} def O(a;C) 
in the notation that will be used in the sequel. 
Suppose that there is a vector v EV with also - v EV, then this 
is valid too for vectors with direction in a neighborhood Win pr C of 
~ Yo= VE pr C. All I; E OV must satisfy 
Vy E W: lr1;I < sup a(y), 
yEWU-W 
so that Ov is bounded. That case has been treated in sections 3 and 4 
and the convex envelope of U on the unit sphere is the unit sphere 
itself; therefore C =]Rn\ {O}. 
In order to generalize section 4 we have to take V contained in 
a convex cone C, where C u{O} does not contain a straight line through 
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the origin. If h varies in C, while its length llh II does not exceed 
a given number b, then a(y) = log 2/b is constant for y E pr C, or if 
we keep I lh II constant, then a(y) = log 2/ 11 h II • 
Corollary 5.1. Let C be an open aonvex aone in Rn suah that C u{O} 
does not aontain a straight line through the origin; we will derive the 
Newton series (1.1) with h EC for funations that are the Fourier 
transform of distributions in S' or V' with supports aontained in 
O(log 2 ,· C) = 
llh II 
The Fourier transform f of a distribution gs in V' or S' is a 
function analytic in En+ iy0 if and only if gse-yo•s € S' (see [11] 
26.2). In case g € S' it is sufficient for this that the support K of 
g satisfies Vs c K: - y0•s s ally0 11 for a certain number a, thus that 
KC {s I - Yo"s s allYo II}. Let f be holomorphic in ]Rn+ iV with Van 
open neighborhood of y0 inJRn. As before we can take V convex (see 
also E.4) and let C be the cone determined by V. We must have 
KC Ov = {s I Vy€ V: - y•s s a(y) llyll }={sl Vy€ pr C: - y•s s 
s a(y)} = 
= {s I Vy€ C: - Y-s s a(y) llyll def a(y)}def O(a;C), 
where now a is a certain continuous function on V, thus on pr C too, 
such that a is a convex function on C. For ally EC we have 
~(y) = = IO (y). 
V 
We see that f is holomorphic in the tubular radial domain TC =JRn + iC. 
Again if V contains a vector y0 with - y0 in V too, OV is bounded 
and the convex envelope of U determines the cone JRn \ {O}. Then f must 
be holomorphic in En+ i(En\{O}), from which it follows in virtue of 
Bochner's theorem (E.4), that f is an entire function. In that case we 
have 
so that the conditions of the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz appear 
( see section 3). 
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Corollar~. Let C be an open convex cone in En such that Cu {O} 
does not contain a straight line through the origin and let a be a 
continuous convex function on pr C (see A.5). We wiU consider Fourier 
transfonns of distributions in S 1 3 or of distributions gin V' with 
gE,e-y-E, e:: S' for each y EC, with support contained in 
(5.5) O(a;C) = {E, I Vy E pr C: - y•E, < a(y)}. 
Such Fou:r'ier transf o~s are functions ho Zomorphic in TC. 
b) Now we consider vectors h in Cn; we set h = h 1 + ih2 with h1 ,h2 E En. 
We still require that E, belongs to a non-compact set K contained in 
Qh n En== Oh (see (4.2) and (4.3)), that is - h 1•E, < log(2 cos h2•E,) 
according to ( 4. 1). Therefore we cannot have that h 1 varies in all of 
n E , but again we take h1 . E C 1 with C 1 an open convex cone, so that 
K c (log 2 . C ) def 0 
o 11 h 1 l i ' 1 1 
as in corollary 5.1. Let h2 vary in an open convex cone c2 , then K 
should be contained in the union of the sets 
V = { E, k 
4. 1 ) • 
2kTI - ~TI< h2•E, < 2kTI + ;TI} for k=0,±1,±2, ... (compare figure 
If c2 = En \ {O}, Vk is relatively compact for each k and K is 
contained in a countable union of compact sets all contained in o1 , 
so that f must be some countable sum of entire functions, which is it-
self holomorphic in JEP + ic1. 
If i~2 c c 1 u {O}, Vk n o1 is relatively compact and again K is 
contained in a countable union of compact sets all contained in o1 . 
If c2 is not really contained in c 1 , K must lie in a countable 
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union of non-compact sets each contained in O(8g_;O(c1 u c2 )) for some 
functions ak on pr o(c1 u c2 ). Then f must be some countable sum of 
functions holomorphic in En+ iO(c 1 u c2 ), which is itself holomorphic 
. ,on . C 1n .J[\ + 1 1 • 
We will not go into the details of these cases, since they follow 
from the theorems of the subsequent sections. 
6. FUNCTIONS HOLOMORPHIC IN TUBULAR RADIAL DOMAINS HAVING BOUNDARY VALUES 
We treat the generalization of the theorem of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz 
mentioned in corollary 5.2 with g ES' and give the occurring spaces topol-
ogies, such that we can generalize theorem 3.1. 
Let C be an open convex cone in En, where Cu {O} does not contain 
a straight line through the origin and let a be a continuous function on 
pr C such that a is a convex function on C, see A.5 (a need not to be 
bounded on pr C). The next lemma can be found in [11, 26.4 theorem 2], 
where a 1s a positive constant, but the proof given there also holds, when 
a is a continuous convex function of y not necessarily positive. 
Lemma 6.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f, holomor1phic in Tc, has the property that positive numbers 
a and Sexist, such that for all compact subcones C' of C (see 
A.3) there is a positive constant M(C') with 
lf(z)I~ M(C') (1+]Jz.1Ji8(1+ llyll-0 ) ea(y) for au Z = X + 1y E Tc'. 
(2) f(z) = f[gse-y•sJ(x), where gs is· a distribution in S' with 
support K contained in O(a;C) c En; here O(a;C) is given by 
formula (5.5) 
Such functions f determine a class of functions in [11] denoted by 
H1(a;c). Another property of these holomorphic functions is stated in the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 6.2. Functions of the class H1(a;C) have boundary values on the 
distinguished boundary of TC in S'. More precisely, for all~ ES 
lim J00_
00
f(x+iy)cp(x)dx = <f* ,cp>S 
y-+0,yEC' 
for a f* E S' 
and this Zim·it is independent of the path y ➔ 0 provided that this is 
contained in an arbitrary compact subcone C' er: C. If the path y ➔ 0 is 
contained only in C, f* is attained in Z' (see H.4), that is 
lim 
y➔O ,YE C 
J00 f(x+iy){/J(x)dx = <f*.w>z 
-co 
for aU l/J E Z. 
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Proof. We briefly discuss the proof, that is given in more detail in [ 11, 
26.3]. It is easily seen that f(x+iy) E Z' for ally EC, when we define 
for l/J E Z, 
and that, moreover, 
f"' f(x+iy){/J(x)dx = J00 f(x+iy+iyo){/J(x+iyo)dx 
-CO _co 
for any y0 EC, since both f and l/1 are holomorphic in Tc. Thus the limit 
for y ➔ 0 ,y i:: C equals 
l:i.m J00 f(x+iy){/J(x)dx = J00 f(x+iy0 )w(x+iy0 )dx, 
y-+0,yEC - 00 -"" 
so that it exists in Z' and is independent of the path. We see that it has 
no sense to speak of "boundary values in Z'". 
Next we consider for any E pr C' the function f 0(\;x,y) = f(x+\y), 
A= o + iT, which is holomorphic in A for T > O. When we integrate a +1 
times with respect to\: 
with n a positive number, we get a function f 1 holomorphic in A for a+ 
T > 0, that satisfies 
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for all x E JRn, cr E JR and O < T ~ R for some R > 0 (see [11]) and 
Let~ E (SB+n+~) and XE (V([-1,1]))~ with Jx(cr)dcr = 1, then 
a+1 x v 
sup · ( 1+ I l x 11 + I cr I ) B+n+~ 
O~p~a+1 
n 
xi!R ,-1~cr~1 
for some B > 0. Finally 
~ Bll~11 8+n+~ 
a+1 
1f:
00 
f(x+i,y)O(x)dxl = if~ 1J:00f(x-oy+oy+i,y)O(x)x(o)dx dol = 
= 1J1 J00 f(x+cry+iTy)~(x+cry)x(cr) dx dcrl = 
-1 -00 
J1 Joo da+1 = I fa+l(A;x,y) a+l~(x+cry)x(cr)dx dcrl~ 
-1 -oo dcr 
~ K M B 11 ~II a+n+~ 
a+1 
for some constant Kand all T with O ~ T ~ R, so that the set 
{f(x+iTy)} C' YE pr 
O<T~R 
B+n+1 . • . B+n+1 . is bounded in (S 1 2 }'. Since Z is dense in S 1 2 f(x+iy) has a weak a+ a 1 a+ 
limit for y + O, y EC' in (sa:~+2)' according to ~-3. By Schauder's theo-
rem (E.1) and by c.4 the embedding map from (SB+n1+2 ) 1 into (SB+n2+1) 1 is a+ a+ 
compact and therefore maps weakly convergent sequences into strongly con-
vergent sequences (E.2). So we have found that 
( 6. 1 ) * (S8+n+1), f € a.+1 
* 8+n+1) 
and that f(x+iy) converges to f in the space (S0 +2 '· □ 
Remark 6.1. This result is somewhat stronger than that given in [1]. 
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Remark 6. 2. 'I'he correspondence between f and g in lemma 6. 1 is 1-1 , because, 
if a.(s) is a C00-function with support in O(a+1;C) and 
a.(s) = 1 for s E O(a;C), then for~ ES the set 
{~ I ~(s) = a.(s)e~y•s~(s),y € ck, lly II ~ 1} is a bounded set in Sand 
a.(s)e-y•s~(s)+ a.(s)~(s) in Sas y + O,y E Ck. Therefore e-y•sgs = 
= a.(s)e-y•sgs + a.(s)gs = g~ in S 1 as y + O,y E Ck with g € S 1 having its 
support in O(a;C) and 
(6. 2) f* = lim f(x+iy) = 
y+O,yECk 
F[g] in SI• 
Remark 6.3. The property of lemma 6.2 depends on the behaviour off for 
lly II small, while the condition on the support of F[f] in lemma 6.1 depends 
on the behaviour of f for I ly 11 large. 
Next we give a topology to the class H1(a;C). Let a sequence Ck cc C 
be given as in A.4 and let, moreover, an increasing ~equence of continuous 
convex functions a on pr C be given with for m=0,1,2, .•• 
m 
and lim a (y) = a(y) 
m 
m+oo 
for ally E pr C, where a also is a continuous convex function on pr C. In 
some cases we need one more condition on the functions a. This condition 
m 
will depend on a non-negative constant 8 and it yields the following prope~ 
ty, called NB: 
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(NS) for a:ny ~ E a O(am;C) the distanced~ from~ to ao(a;C) satisfies 
( 6. 3) 
E: 
m 
when I l ~ I l > 1 
when 11 ~ 11 ~ 1 
and 
where O < Em+ 1 <Em~~ for m=0,1,2, ... and limm Em= O. 
It is clear that NS implies N if S < a.. The condition imposed on the 
a. . 
functions am (let us call it NS too) gives a bound for the velocity with 
which a(y)-a (y) tends to zero as y approaches the boundary of pr C, if it 
m 
tends to zero at all, what is possible only if S > 0. For S = 0 
a(y)-a (y) ~ E for ally E pr C. 
m m 
Let the positive weight functions M 
m 
C 
on T be 
-~ (y) 
m M ( z) = ___ e _____ _ 
m (1+llzll)m(1+llyll-m) 
for m=0,1,2, ... We define the Frechet space 
C 
Ifl(a ;C) def proj lim A (M ;T k} 
m co m k-+1» 
(see B.4 and F.2); its elements are functions holomorphic in Tc. If we 
denote the closure of Ifl(a ;C) in the space A (M ;Rn+iCk) by Ifl(a ;C)k, 
m - co m m 
then Ifl(am;C) = proj li~ If(am;C)k too in virtue of F.7. Finally we 
define 
-( ) def . . . .m( ) H a;c = ind lim tt a ;C. 
m 
Using c.7 we find 
Aco(Mm+1;JRn+iCk-1) 
into Hm+ 1(a ·C) 
m+1' 
m-reo 
that the identity map from A (M ;JRn+iCk) into 
co m 
is compact. Therefore the identity map from Ifl(a ;C) 
m 
maps bounded sets into relatively compact sets. 
(6.4) In fact this is true for the map from Ifl(a ;C) into If1+ 1(a ;C). 
m m 
We will prove in lemma 6.5 that there is a q such that the identity map 
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maps the neighborhood of zero U = { f I f E t'1( a ; C) , II f II km :;:; K} in rfl( a ; C ), 
- m m 
thus also the unit ball in i'1(a ;C)k, into a bounded set of rfl+q(a ;C). 
m m 
Hence the identity map from t'1(a ;C) into If1+q+1(a ;C) is compact, thus 
m + +1 m _ 
also the map from t'1(am;C) into If1 q (am+q+1;c). Therefore H(a;C) is an 
LS-space and. it is a bornological, regular and complete Mentel space. Also 
it follows that we can write it as an inductive limit of Banach spaces 
(compare F.9) 
-
H(a;C) = ind lim t'1(a ;C)m 
m-+oo m 
Moreover, according to G.8 H(a;C) is nuclear. 
Like in remark 3.2 
-
H(a;C) = ind lim ind lim t'1(a1 ;c)m' or 
1-+oo m-+oo 
(6.5) 
H(a;C) = ind lim ind lim Ifl(a1 ;c) 
1 -+oo JI1-+oo 
where the inductive limit form+ 00 yields an LS-space and the inductive 
limit for 1 + 00 is a strict inductive limit of complete spaces, as will 
follow from (6.4) and (6.6). 
Next we consider the space S'(a;C) of distributions in S' with support 
in one of the sets O(a ;C) contained in the set O(a;C), m=0,1,2, .•• , 
m 
namely 
S'(a·,C) def ind lim(S (a ·,C))' 
m m ' 
m-+oo 
where (S (a ;C))' is the space consisting of them-th order distributions 
m m 
in S' with support in O(a ;C). This last space is the strong dual of 
. m 
s (a ;C) def w°" 0((1+ II~ II )m, O(a ;C)) m m 00 , m 
in virtue of the remark in D.2. From D.3 it follows that the restriction 
map from S +1(a +1;c) intQ S (a ;C) is compact, so that according to E.1 
_ m m m m _ 
S'(a;C) is an LS-space. Therefore S'(a;C) is the strong dual of the FS-
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space 
( ) def . . ( ) S a;C = proJ lim S a ;C. 
m m 
m-+oo 
As before we can write S'(a;C) as 
(6.6) S'(a;C) = ind lim ind lim(S (a1 ;C))'. 
. m 1-+oo m-+oo 
Indeed, by F.4 (inductive limit with respect to 1) and F.5 (with respect 
tom) there is a ·continuous map from ind lim1 S'(a1 ;c) into S'(a;C), where 
S'(a1 ;C) is defined as 
and the inverse of this map is continuous according to F.5. In virtue of 
F.12 and G.4 S'(a1 ;C) is an LS-space and in virtue of G.5 S'(a1 ;c) is a 
closed linear subspace of S' (it is the subspace of S' of distributions 
with support in the closed set O(a1 ;C)). Therefore the inductive limit for 
1 + 00 is a strict inductive limit of LS-spaces. According to G.6 S'(a1 ;c) 
is nuclear and according to G.9 S'(a;C) is nuclear too. Note, that S'(a;C) 
is a strict inductive limit o~ closed subspaces of S', but that its topol-
ogy is finer then the one induced by S'. 
C iz•~ ( ) Lemma 6.3. For any z ET, e ES a;C ~ 
iz•~ C Proof. We show that, for any m, lie 11 is finite for every z ET by 
• m 
estimating the norm lle1 z•~ 11!,l for y E Ck. For y E Ck ands E c:+1 we 
have cos(y,~) ~ ok (see A.3 and A.4 for notations and symbols) so that 
(see also [11]) 
* C For all so E (Ck+1) there is a Yo€ pr Ck+2 with cos(y0 ,s0 ) ~ - ok+1; thus 
- Yo"so ~ llsollok+1 (see figure 6.1) 
Figure 6.1 
* )c Then for every s 0 € (Ck+1 n 5(a1 ;c) it follows that 
11 sa II ~ ¾.· Now we have for y € ck 
sup (1+lls II )P 
sEO(a1 ;C) 
lql~ 
0 ~ * (1+llsll)P llzlllqle-llyllllsll k+ 
sECk+1 
lql~ 
Next we consider the function (1+p)pe- IIY llop for p ~ 0. The maximum is 
attained when (1+p)P- 1e-llyllop(p-(1+p)llyllo) = O, thus for 
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4o 
= p- 11 y I l c5 = ~P--,-,-_ 
P llyllo llyllo - 1 
if this~ 0, otherwise for p = 0. The maximum is 
( , P \p e 11 y I I o-p :s; 
.II y I lo) (12\:P 1 \_o} IIYIIP 
if p - I ly 11 c5 ~ 0, otherwise the maximum is 1 . Finally we get for all 
y Eck 
As ( 3. 2'. ) the following lemma holds : 
Lemma 6 . 4. Par g E S ' ( a; C ) and y E C 
Proof. According to (6.6) we may assume that g E S'(a1 ;c). Let a(s) be a 
C00-function with support in 0(a1+1;C) and a(s) = 1 for s E O(a1 ;c). 
Then a( Ue-Y" s E S for each y E C and for a.11 q:, E S we have 
= <g e-y•s 
::,s ' 
iz•s ( ) Furthermore, a(s)e q:, x E ss,x and considering gs as a distribution in 
S~ we get according to [8,(51.7)] 
C, ,x 
Now we formulate the main theorem of this section: 
Theorem 6.1. The map F: S'(a;C) ➔ H(a;C) given by F(g)(z) 
for g E S'(a.;C) is an isomorphism. 
iz•s 
= <g ,e > 
s 
Proof. The bijectivity of F follows from lemma 6.1 and remark 6.2. 
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Next we will prove the continuity of F. Again we use that S'(a;C) and 
H( a; C), being LS-spaces, are bornological and regular ( see F. 11 , F. 15 and 
F.16). Let B c S' (a;C) be a bounded set. This means that a positive inte-
ger m and a constant M exist such that B c (S (a ;C))' and II gll $ M 
m m -m 
for all g EB. According to lemma 6.4 and (6.8) the images f = F(g) satisfy 
If( z) I = l<gc,e1 z:·•s>I$ II gll II eiz•s11 $ 
"' -m 
- a (y) 
$ MK k(1+11 zll )m(1+llyll-m)e m 
m, 
with y E Ck. Thus f E Ifl(am;C) and for any kll fll: $ MKm,k; this means 
that F(B) is a bounded set in H(a;C). Therefore Fis continuous. 
In order to prove the continuity of r 1 we consider a neighborhood of 
zero U in Ifl(a ;C) with m arbitrary, that is to say there is a constant K 
m 
and an integer k such that 
We will prove that the image F- 1 ( U) of U is bounded in some ( s1 (am; C)) ' 
with 1 > m, from which it follows that t 1 is a continuous map from 
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Ifl(a ;C) into (s1 (a ;C))'. Since this is true for all m=0,1,2, •.• F"1 is m m 
a continuous map from H(a;C) into S'(a;C) according to F.5. 
Let us assume more generally 
If( z) I 
-a (y) 
m 
proj lim A (---e _____ _ 
k➔ oo 00 ( 1+11 z II )m( 1+lly 11-~ 
:s;; K( 1 + 11 z 11 )m( 1 + 11 y 11-p ) 
a (y) 
m 
e 
C 
T k), and 
According to lemma 6.1 the image under F" 1 of such functions f consists of 
distributions in S' with support in 
the linear subspace S'(a ;C) of S'. 
m 
(6.2) the image g under F" 1 off is 
O(a ;C), so that it is contained in 
m 
Since by lemma 6.1, lemma 6.4 and 
g = F" 1[f*], where F[•J denotes the 
Fourier transform in S', we get for all~ ES taking into account (6.1) 
(6.9) II f* ll-(m+n+1) II F- 1[~] llm+n+1 :5 
-(p+1) p+1 
:5 Mc 11 ~ I lp+n+1+r 
r m+n+1 
for any r > 0 and some positive constant M (see also H.1). Hence F- 1(u) is 
bounded in (s1 ) 1 with 1 = ma.x(m+n+1,p+n+2) and being contained in the 
linear subspace S'(a ;C) of S', it is bounded in (S1-(a ;C))'. D m m 
Remark 6.4. In fact we can show with the aid of (6.8) that 
(6.10) F- 1 is a continuous map from Ifl(a ;C)k into (Sm+n+1+r(a ·C))' 
m m+n+1 m' 
for any r > O, and 
(6.11) Fis a continuous map from (sP(a ·C))' into Ifl,P(a ·C). 
m m' m' 
We conclude this section with the following lemma (see also remark 
8. 1 ) : 
Lemma 6.5. The identity ma:p from Ifl(a ;C) into Ifl+n+3(a ;C) is compact. 
m m 
Proof. As we have seen in the proof of theorem 6.1, a neighborhood of 
zero U in Ifl(a ;C) is mapped by F" 1 into a bounded set of (S + (a ;C))' 
m m q m -
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with q = n+~~- According to (6.11) a bounded set in (S + (a ;C))' is map-
ID q ID 
ped by Finto a bounded set of Ifl+q(a ;C); according to (6.4) the identity 
m + +1 
map maps this bounded set into a relatively compact set of If1 q ( a ; C) . D 
ID 
7. NEWTON SERIES FOR NON-ENTIRE FUNCTIONS WITH DISTRIBUTIONAL BOUNDARY 
VALUES 
In this section we derive the Newton seri.es ( 1. 1) for functions in 
H(a;C), where the condition NB holds for some S ~ 0. 
Let a cone Cc JRn and a convex function a on pr C be given. We sup-
pose that h is a vector in C and that for any y E pr C, whenever h = I I h I ly, 
or 
11 h 11 s log 2 
a(y) 
111 h 11 arbitrarily large 
if a(y) > 0 
if a(y) s 0. 
Furthermorei, there is a positive number a depending on y and h, where 
y E Ck and h E c1 with 1 ~ k, such that for s EC with Res~ - a 
If Res~ 0 always y + (Re s)h EC for ally and h in C. We remind of the 
definition of the functions <j>N(i;) in (4.5). 
L~mma 7. 1. If y E Ck, h E c1 an1 Re s ~ - a as ahove., the sequence 
iz•i; iz•i;-sh•i;. ( ) ( ) 
e <j>N( i;) tends for N ➔ 00 to e -in S a; C , when in S a; C the 
property NB (6.3) holds for some B ~ 0. 
Proof. According to lemma 6.3 
and 
eiz•i;-kh•i; = ei(x+i(y+kh))•i; for k=O , 1 , 2 , ..• 
iz•i;-sh•i; __ ei(x-Im sh+i(y+Re sh))•!; 
e 
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belong to S(a;C). Also :or~ E O(a;C) ~N(~) tends toe-sh•~ as N + oo. 
We show that the set {eiz•~~N(~)};=O is bounded in S(a;C), from which the 
lemma follows by means of G.2. Using (5.3) we get for ally E Ck 
as in 
sup C'(s,q,a.)(1+ll~ll)m+a.S+Smea.h•~,aar,::eiz•s1 :$; 
t,;EC)(a ;C) 
m 
lql:$;m 
( ) a (y-a.h) 
:$; C(s,m,a.,1)(1+llz II )m(1+11 y-a.hll- m+a.S+Sm )e •m 
(6.8), which is independent of N. For a.= 0 the norm II • II 
m 
is 
bounded by 
( ) a (y) 
C(s,m,k,S)(1+llz ll)m(1+llyll- m+(3m+1+r ).em 
with r > 0. 0 
Let f be an element of H(a;C), where in H(a;C) the functions a satis-
m 
fy the condition NS for some (3 ~ 0 and let g E S'(a;C) be its image under 
r 1. As in (4.4), using theorem 6.1 and lemma 7.1 we derive the Newton 
series for y E Ck,h E c1 (l~k) and Res~ - a. 
( 7. 1 ) f(z+ish) 
00 
, (s) k ( ) 
k~O k t.ih f z ' 
where a.> 0 depends on y and h such that y - a.h E c1 . In order to describe 
the topology in which the series converges it is convenient to change the 
complex variable z = x + iy into z = x + i(y-a.h), so that we get 
(7.2) f(z+i(s+a.)h) = 
00 
'(s) t.k f(z+ia.h), 
k~O k ih 
which is now valid for ally E C,h EC and Res+ a.~ O, a~ 0 arbitrary. 
According to (5.3) e-ah•s~N(r,:) is a multiplier in S' and also in 
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~ -ah• s ( ) 00 S'(a;C). Therefore the sequence {gse c/>N s }N=1 converges weakly in 
S'(a;C) and since this is a Montel space, it converges strongly too (see 
F.10). Hence the series (7.2) converges in the topology of H(a;C). This 
yields the convergence of the series (7.1), namely in one of the norms of 
the topology of H(a;C). Thus (7.1) and (7.2) certainly converge uniformly 
C in z on compact subsets of T 
Let us consider more precisely the norms in which (7.2) converges. 
00 
Suppose a1 are C -functions identical 1 for 11 s II s 1 and O for II s II ;;;: 1 + 1 , 
1=1,2, ... Then if {gN};=1 is a bounded set in (s!(am;C))', a1gN tends to 
gN as 1 ➔ 00 uniformly in Nin the space (Sp+r(a ;C))' for any r > 0, since 
m m 
for cp E S(a:;C) 
p+r 3q 1 
sup { ( 1+ II s 11) I at;q ( 1-a7 )cp 1----}s 
sEO(a ;C) - (1+llsll)r 
m 
lqlsm 
for 1 sufficiently large. Let us take ~ = gse -ah• s cpN ( s) , so that accord-
ing to (5.3) the set {gN} is bounded in (St(a ;C))' with t = p + aS + Sm 
m m -
if a> 0 or t = p + 1 + r + Sm if a= O, when g E (sP(a ;C))'. We know al-
def m m -(s+a)h•s 
ready from section 4 that a.1gN tends to a.1g00 = a.1 (t;)gse as 
N ➔ 00 strongly in ( E ( {E; I II s II :s 1 + 1 } ) ) ' for every 1. So we get finally 
m 
for cp E S(a;,C) and i:: > 0 
when we first choose 1 = l(i::) so large, that the first and the third term 
on the right-hand side of the first line can be estimated and when we next 
take N;;;: N0 ()(i::),i::) so that the middle term can be estimated. Therefore 
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g~e-ah•~~N(~) converges for N + 00 strongly in (s!+r(am;C))'. If f E H(a;C) 
satisfies 
(7.3) for y Eck, k=1,2, .•• , 
then in the above where g = r 1(f) we take p + n + + r instead of p and 
m + n + 1 instead of m according to (6.9). In that case tis determined by 
choosing r so small that the smallest integer larger than 
p + n + 1 + (a+m+n+1)8+2r equals 
(7.4) [p + n + 1 + (a+m+n+1)8] + 1 = t 
or if a= O, the smallest integer larger than p + n + 2 + (m+n+1)8 + 3r 
must be equal to 
(7.5) [p + n + 2 + (m+n+1)8] + 1 = t. 
In virtue of (6.11) and (5.4) the Newton series (7.2) for functions 
f satisfying (7.3) valid for y E C,h EC and Res~ - a with a~ 0 con-
verges according to: 
C 
Ve> O, Vl, 3No(e,l) ~ N1(s), Vz ET land 'v'N ~ No 
N a (y) 
(7.6) lf(z+i(s+a)h) - L {:) ti~hf(z+iah)I < eA(s)(1+llzll)m+n+1(1+!t,y-ll-t)e m , 
k=O 
where N1(s) is determined by (5.1), A(s) by (5.4) and t by (7.4) if a> 0 
or by (7.5) if a= O. Replacing z + iah by z in (7.6) we see that the 
Newton series (7.1), which is valid for y E Ck,h E c1 and Res~ - a with 
y - ah E c1 , converges according to 
(7.7) 
N k + + 1 t a ( y-ah) 
lf(z+ish)- L (:)ti.hf(z)I < eA(s)(1+llz II )m n (1+ 11 y-ahll- ) em , 
k=O i 
where tis given by (7.4) and again A(s) = 1/lr(-s)I. As mentioned in 
section 5.I there is uniform convergence ins on compact subsets of 
{s I s EC, Res~ - a}. Note that since we used (5.4), £ depends on a in 
(7.6). 
If Res~ O, y may tend to zero within c1 in (7.1). Hence in virtue 
of lennna 6.2 and the fact that tis independent of 1 in (7.7), the Newton 
series (7.1) is valid in S' for y = 0. As we have seen in the derivation 
of (5.3), the series ~N(~) and its derivatives converge absolutely. 
Therefore the Newton series (7.1) and (7.2) are absolutely convergent. 
Finally we restate the results in 
Theorem 7.1. Leth EC with llh II~ log 2/a(h) if a(h) > 0 or 11h11 arbi-
trary if a(h) ~ O and let f be an element of H(a;C), when the condition 
N8 holds for some B ~ 0. If a> O is such that y - ah E c1 for some y EC 
and 1 such that h E c1 , the Newton series (7.1) is valid for this y and h, 
when Res~ - a. The series (7.1) converges absolutely in one of the norms 
of H(a;C) or more precisely it converges according to (7.7), when f satis-
fies (7.3); moreover, (7.1) is valid in S' for y E c1u{O} with 1 arbitrary, 
when Res~ o. When Res~ - a with a~ O arbitrary, the Newton series 
(7.2) holds for ally EC and h c C; then the series (7.2) converges abso-
lutely in the topology of H(a;C) or more prec~sely it converges according 
to (7.6), when f satisfies (7.3). In both cases (7.1) and (7.2) converge 
univormly ins on corrrpact subsets of {s I s Et, Res~ - a}. 
8. FUNCTIONS HOLOMORPHIC IN TUBULAR RADIAL DOMAINS NOT HAVING BOUNDARY 
VALUES 
We have considered holomorphic functions of the complex variable 
z = x + iy that, regarded as distributions in x, belong to S' for each 
y EC just as its distributional boundary value, i.e. the limit as y tends 
to zero within a compact subcone Ck. Now we will consider holomorphic func-
tions that belong to S' only for y EC; it turns out that they also belong 
to Z' just as their limit as y tends to zero within C. 
First we investigate when a function f, holomorphic in TB with B some 
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open convex set inJR.n, belongs to S' or Z' for each y EB. We consider f 
as an element of Z' (see H.4) under the definition: 
( 8. 1 ) def Joo . not V$ E Z: <f,$>z = _
00 
f(x+iy)$(x)dx = <f(z),$(x)>. 
The space Z(JR.n) of the restrictions to En of functions in Z can be isomor-
phically embedded into sO, the space of rapidly decreasing continuous 
functions in JR.n with the topology induced by the norms 11 • 11 ~ , p=O, 1 , 2, ••• 
(see H.1). So any continuous linear functional on Z(JR.n) can be extended to 
a continuous lin€ar functional on s0 in a unique way, since Z(JR.n) is dense 
in s0 . Furthermore (s0 ) 1 c S', so that any element of Z(JR.n)' belongs to 
S'. Definition (8.1) means that f regarded as element of Z' is an element 
of Z(JR.n)' and thus this implies that f is an element of S' too for each 
y EB. In lemma 8.2 we will see that conversely f ES' for each y EB 
implies f E Z' under definition (8~1). 
In view of the use we will make in part II of lemma 8.1, f is con-
sidered there as an 
tions on the growth 
transforms the dual 
the dual of H. 
element of E for each y EB and there are no restric-
x 
off. Taking into 
~ ~ n 
of H = H (E ) into 
account theorem 3.1 we see that F 
E and that F- 1 transforms E into 
Lemma 8.1. Let f be a function holomorrphic in~ with B some open convex 
set in JR.n and Zet yO EB. Then for aZZ y with y + yO EB 
with g(yO) = r 1(f(x+iyO)) EH'. F'za>thermore {f(x+iy)}yEK is a bounded set 
in E for any K a:: B. 
X 
Proof. We have sup{lf(x+iy)I Ix E S,y EK}~ C(S,K) for any compact set 
S a:: JR.n. Since f is holomorphic, also the derivatives of f are uniformly 
bounded on S x K by c1(£) •C (S ,K) where S and K are £-neighborhoods £ £ £ £ 
of Sand K such that KE a:: Band where c1(£) is a constant depending on£. 
Therefore the second statement follows: 
sup II f(x+iy) IIE s C 
m m yEK 
for m=O , 1 , 2 , ••• 
Let p < 1 and choose E so small that y + y0 EB whenever 
IY • I s n def !!.f. 
l. p for i=1, .•• ,n. 
Note that also y + y0 EB when lyil s E, i=1, .•• ,m. For such any and for 
a cl> E E' we have 
X 
00 (" D)k 
<f(xTiy+iy0 ),<I> >E =<I iy• f(x+iy) cl>> X k=O k! 0 'x • 
In order to show that the series converges in E we use G.2. Therefore we 
X 
first estimate 
Hence 
N 
sup ID0 I 
XES k=O 
la Ism 
I D1 f(x+iy O) I s 
f(x+iy 0+z) 
I l+i I dz s 
z 
s l! 1 sup I f(x+iy0+z) I 
-1 I n z. lsn 
l. 
N -(iy•D)k ( )I k! f x+iyO s sup 
XES 
I I , a' , 1 k f(x+iyO+z) sup · l (y- -) s 
lalsm n° k=O n 
I z. lsn 
l. 
N 
s C \' k < _C_ 
l p - 1-p , 
k=O 
~ 
which is independent of N. With ~(s) = f(cj>)(s) EH we now can write 
<f(x+iy+iy ),cl> >E = ~ <f(x+iyo), (-i~;D)k cl>>= 
0 x k=O x 
00 k 00 k 
= I <g(yO\, (-y~f) ~(d> = I <(-r;) g(y ) , ~(d> = k=O H k=O k. O s 
N k 
= lim < l (-y~?) g(yo)r,~(s)> = <g(yo+y)r, ~(s)> . 
N-+oo k=O "' "' 
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Thus the weak limit for N + 00 exists in H' and since His a Mentel space, 
the strong limit exists and equals e-y•~g(y0 )~. Hence 
for y with ly. I s E ; by analytical continuation this formula holds for 
l 
every y with y + y EB. D 
0 
Lemma 8.2. A function f, hoZomoPphic in TB, is an element of S' for each 
X 
y E B if and onZ'!f if for each compact set K cc B there are positive con-
stants M(K) and m(K) such that 
(8.2) lf(z)I s M(K)(1+llxll)m(K) K for z ET . 
In this case f belongs to Z' too for each y EB under definition (8.1). 
Proof. It is clear that a function f satisfying (8.2) belongs to S' for 
each y EB. Take Yo EB, then g(yO)s = F-1[f(x+iyo)J E sk. Since Z(En) is 
contained in the space of restrictions to En of functions in Hand since 
Z(En) is dense in S, lemma 8.1 holds with g(y0 )s E Sk. Hence 
for ally with y + y0 EB. According to [11,26.2] the set 
{e-Y-sg(y ) } 
0 s y E K1 
is bounded in Sk, whenever y0 + K1 = K is a compact set in B. Therefore 
there are constants M(K), m(K) and a= a(K) such that the a-th primitive 
F off: 
X t t1 
F(z) def Iota fa f(t 0+iy)dt0 dt 1 ••• dta 
satisfies IF(z)I s M(K)(1+llxll)m(K) for all n XEE andyE 
For any K ccB there is an e:-neighborhood K of K also compact in B. 
e: 
K. 
Using Cauchy's formula we find 
If( z) I sup IF( z) I 
xEJRn 
yEK E: 
$; C M(K ) ( 1+ II x II )m(KE:) 
E: E: 
which is condition (8.2). D 
From ( ,8. 2 ) it follows that for any y O E B and ljJ E Z 
<f(z),ijJ(x)> = <f(z+iy0 ),1}J(x+iy0 )>. 
Therefore the limit f* as y + O,y EC of f(x+iy) exists in Z', namely 
for all ljJ E Z 
* <f ,1/J> = lim <f(x+iy),ijJ(x)> = lim <f(x+iy+iy0 ),1}J(x+iy0 )> = 
y+O y+O 
yEC yEC 
* This limit :f is independent of the path y ➔ 0 in C. Its inverse Fourier 
F- 1 ( f* ) V . F[ J V transform g = is an element of ' and with¢= 1/J· E 'we get 
Hence 
is independent of y EB. Finally g(y)s -y-E; = e gs belongs to S~, so that 
(compare corollary 5.2 and [11,26.2]). Remark that the limit f* E Z' no 
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longer obeys definition (8.1). 
We now assume that Bis an open convex cone C inJRn and that f(z) is 
of exponential growth a for llyll large. As before we can show that g EV' 
has its support contained in O(a;C), since we only need the growth of 
lf(z)I for llyll large and not for llyll small (see remark 6.3 and the proof 
of lemma 6.1 in [11]). Let a be a continuous convex function on pr C and 
let {Ck}:=l be as in A.3. So we have 
Theorem 8.1. The following statements are equivalent 
(1) f holomo:rphic in Tc, has the property that for each k there are 
positive numbers M(k) and m(k) such that 
(8.4) lf(z)I ~ M(k)(1+llzll }m(k) ea(y) for all y E ck with lly II 2:1 /k 
(2) f(z) = F[e-Y"sgsJ(x), where gs is a distribution in V' with 
e-y•sgs ES' for y E c and with its support contained in O(a;C). 
The difference with lemma 6.1 is that there f(x+iy) attains a bound-
ary value in S' for y + O,y E Ck and here only in Z', while in both cases 
f(x+iy) belongs to S' for y EC. 
X 
The next lemma shows that there are no cases "in between": 
Lemma 8.3. If the limit in Z' for y + O,y EC of a holomo:rphic function f 
satisfying (8.4) belongs to S', then f(x+iy) attains this limit also in 
S' for y + O,y E Ck and f satisfies the stronger condition 
(8.5) 
n . 
z E E + iCk, 
for all k and some m independent of k. 
Proof. In virtue of (8.3) we have e-y•sgs ES' for ally EC u {O}. Let 
us fix a vector y0 E pr C. As in the proof of lemma (8.2) the set 
is bounded in S' (see [11,26.2]). Indeed, 
and one can show that the function 
e 
-Ty•£; 0 
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and its derivatives with respect to E; are uniformly bounded for Os Ts 1. 
Using E.3 and the fact that the limit for T + 0 exists in V', we find that, 
according to (8.3), f(x+iy) attains its limit for y + O,y E Ck in S'. 
Since the support of g is contained in O(a;C) by theorem 8.1, g belongs to 
S'(a;C) (see section 6) and in virtue of lemma 6.4 and (6.8) we get 
If( z) I -y•E; iz•E; = IF[e gsJ(x)I = l<gs,e >I 
s M(k)( 1+11 z II )m ( 1+lly 11-m )ea{y) 
for ally E Ck and some non-negative m. D 
Indeed there are no spaces "in between". For, if f satisfies (8.4) 
and if moreover for some y0 •E pr C 
(8.6) 
* then its boundary value f belongs to S' according to the proof of lemma 
6.2. Now it follows from lemma 8.3 that f, has to satisfy (8.5) for some 
m > 1. 
Remark 8.1. If f satisfies (8.4) and (8.6), then f must satisfy (8.5) for 
all m > 1, for, if not (thus if for some m0 > 1 f does not satisfy (8.5)), 
then, for a sufficiently large p, fp would not satisfy (8.5) with 
1 k 
m = pm0 >pl+ n + 2, which contradicts (6.:..!_9) and (6.11). Thus H (a1 ;c) 
· · • .m( )k+1 can be embedded continuously into H a1 ;c for all m > 1. It follows 
that the identity map transforms a neighborhood of zero in H1 (a1 ;C) into a 
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bounded set of Ifl(a;C), m > 1, so that already the identity map from 
H1 (a1 ;c) into ~+1(a1 ;C) is compact (compare lemma 6.5). 
Remark 8.2. If f, satisfying (8.4) and (8.6), would satisfy (8.5) for 
1 k . 1 k+1 
m = 1, then R (a1 ;Cl would be embedded continuously onto H (a1 ;c) and 
~(a1 ;c) = H1 (a1 ;c)k for k=1,2, •.• , would be a Banach space according to 
[8, corollary 3 of theorem 17.1]. 
9. TOPOLOGICAL SPACES OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS NOT HAVING BOUNDARY VALUES 
AND THEIR FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
In this section we will give a topology to the space of holomorphic 
functions satisfying (8.4) and to the space of their Fourier transforms, 
such that Fourier transformation is an isomorphism. 
We first give a topology to the space of holomorphic funct~ons f 
satisfying (8.4). It is quite obvious how we must proceed. Let 
ck ck 
T = T n {z I z = p 
n 
X + 1y EC , 1 lly II>-} p 
and let {a1}~=1 be an increasing sequence of continuous convex functions 
on pr C converging to a as before (section 6). We define the spaces 
-al (y) C 
def A ( e T k) 
00 ( 1 + 11 z 11 )m ' P ' 
H*(a1 ·,C) def proJ· 11·m 1"nd 11·m -.In*(a ·C k) 11 l' k' k"?00 m"?00 
and finally 
H*(a;C) def ind lim H*(a1 ;c). 
1"?00 
We will find that H*(a1 ;c) is a projective limit of nuclear LS-spaces and 
~* that H (a;C) is a strict inductive limit. However, to see this it is 
necessary to give an equivalent definition of H*(a1 ;C), which is less 
clear, but which enables us to derive the above mentioned structure. 
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Denote for any k by {Ck+1/m}:= 1 a decreasing sequence of convex rel-
atively compact subcones of Ck+ 1 with 
pr Ck c pr C c pr C 1 c pr C 1 c pr C c pr C 
k+ - 1- k+ -- k+ - k+ l k+1 
~1 ~1 m m 
for m=1,2, ••• and with 
From C.3 it follows that the following identity maps are continuous 
so that according to F,5 and F.6 also 
H*(a1 ;C) = proj lim ind lim ~*(a1 ;Ck+ 1/m'k+1/m). 
k.+<x> m.+<x> 
But now the identity map fro~ ~*(a1 ;ck+1/m'k+1/m) into 
~+1*(a1 ;ck+1/(m+ 1),k+1/(m+1)) is compact according :o c.7. Also the con-
ditions HS 1 and HS2 of G.7 are satisfied. Hence H*(a1 ;c) is the projective 
limit of nuclear LS-spaces and it is itself nuclear and complete (see G.9 
* and F.2). Furthermore the bounded sets of H (a1 ;C) are relatively compact, 
since they are for each k bounded in the Montel space 
ind limm ~*(a1 ;ck+,/m'k+1/m), thus relatively compact there. Moreover, 
a bounded set in H*(a1 ;c), being bounded in ind limm ~*(a1 ;ck+1/m,k+1/m) 
for each k, is for all k bounded in some ~*(a1 ;ck+1/m'k+1/m) where 
m = m(k) depends on k and therefore bounded in ~(k)*(a1 ;ck,k) for all k. 
~* Finally H (a;C) is nuclear and complete (see G.9 and F.14), since the in-
ductive limit for 1 ➔ 00 is strict, as we will see in the sequel (remark 
9.2). 
It is less obvious how to topologize the space of inverse Fourier 
* transforms g off, where f satisfies (8.4). We know already that 
g EV', e-y•sgs ES' for y EC and that the support of g is contained in 
O(a;C) (see theorem 8.1). We will first investigate some more properties 
of such distributions g. Taking into account (8.3) and (8.4) we find that 
the set 
is bounded in S'. Thus there are constants~ and m(k) and functions 
G' ,lal s m(k) (see B.5), such that 
a,y 
I 
lalsm(k) 
with G' continuous functions (the second order primitive of a bounded 
a,y 
measure is a continuous function), which satisfy 
Furthermore, eY"sg(y)s = gs EV' is independent of y, thus for each k 
there are constant~ and m(k) and functions Ga,lal s m(k), such that 
g = I 
lalsm(k) 
where G are continuous functions with support in an £-neighborhood of 
O(a;C) satisfying IGa(s)IS ~(1+lls ll)m(k) ey•s for ally Eck with 
1 /k s II y 11 s 1 , so that 
( 9. 1 ) s ~(1+llsll)m(k) inf 
yECk 
1 /ks I I y 11 s 1 
y•s 
e . 
Now we are able to describe the space of distributions g, but before 
doing this we give simpler weight functions defining the same topology as 
the weight function 
inf 
yECk 
1 /k:;; 11 y 11 :;; 1 
y• f. 
e 
We remind of the numbers ok defined in A.4. We can take the compact sub-
cones Ck of C so, that the sequence ok is decreasing. Thus we have 
1 > ok > ok+l > 0 for all k=1,2, ••• and lil\_ ok = 0. Since 
y•f, = lly II II f.11 cos(y,~), we can find for each k an integer p > k, such 
* that for all f. E Cp+l 
(9.2) 1 . > l I II ..... ok k 11 f. 11 - P : f. "'" inf y-f, 
yECP 
1 / p:;; 11 y 11 :;; 1 
~o 1 11E.li, pp 
We define two more weight functions, which will give the same space of 
distributions g, namely 
-k1 II f. II def e and 
1 
3 df ok-kllf.11 
~(f,) e e 
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We have seen in (9.1) that, for all k,g is an element of the strong dual of 
with 
when we take i = 1. Hence g belongs to 
s*(a1 ;c)' def proj lim(sk*(a1 ;c)i)' 
k-+oo· 
(i=1,2,3), 
which is independent of i in virtue of F.6. Indeed, for all k there is a 
p > k such that the following maps are continuous 
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according to F.5, (9,2) and the fact that the set (c;+,)c n 5(a1 ;c) is 
* compact. For i=2, S (a1 ;C)' is defined in the simplest way, but we prefer 
i=3 and in the sequel we delete the subscript 3, so that 
Finally we define 
s(a;C)' def ind lim s*(a1 ;C)' • 
1-+<x> 
According to G.4 sk*(a1 ;c) is an FS-space and according to G.5 and 
G.6 (sk*(a1 ;c))' is a nuclear LS-space. Hence s*(a1 ;C)' is the projective 
limit of nuclear LS-spaces and therefore it is itself nuclear and complete. 
Furthermore, according to G.5 (sk*(a1 ;c))' is a closed linear subspace 
of (sk*(JRn))'; h~nce the projective limit s*(a1 ;C)' is a closed linear 
subspace of proj li~ (sk*(JRn))', so that s*(a1 ;C)' is a closed linear 
subspace of s*(a1 +1;C)'. Therefore the inductive limit for 1 + 00 is a 
~trict inductive limit of complete spaces and it follows from G.9 and F.14 
that ~(a;C)' is nuclear and complete. 
Like lemma 6.3 we have here too: 
Lemma 9. 1 . For any z = x + iy, with y e ck and 11 y II ? 1 /k, 
. iz•~ Proof. For all m we estimate the norms of e , when ye Ck with 
II y II .:: 1 /k + e: 
m 0k i 11 ~ II aP iz·~ 
sup ( 1+ II ~ II ) e I- e I 
~e5(a1 ;c) a~P 
lpl~ 
s~p 
~e:Ck+1 
IP j:;;;m 
-(llyll- 1 )o 11~11 
(1+!1~11)mllzllpe k k + 
:;;; as in ( 6 .7) 
m 9i(y) 
~ c(m,k,E)(1+llzll) e 
according to (6.8). D 
In particular (9,3) holds for Y_E Ck-1+l/m with lly II:?: 1/(k-1+1/m). 
l.Z•s ( ) It is clear that in lemma 9.1 also e E sr* a1 ;c s for all r:?: k. 
Therefore it has sense to formulate the following lemma. 
* Lemma 9.2. F'or any y EC a:nd g ES (a1 ;C)' 
-y•s l.z•C F[e . gs] (x) = <gs ,e "> 
* Proof. We know that for all y0 E C and all g E S (a1 ;C)' 
(9.4) -yo•s E, g ES'. 
- s 
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* Indeed, let us take y0 E Ck, then in virtue of the fact that for s E Ck+l 
for p large enough and the fact that (c:+ 1 )c n O(a1 ;c) is compact, multi-
plication by exp(-y0•U is a continuous map from S(a1 ;c) into sr*(a1 ;c) 
for all r:?: p. Hence multiplication by exp(-y0 •s) is continuous from 
* S ( a1 ; C) ' into S' ( a1 ; C). Thus 
L~t us choose any EC, say y E Ck. Then according to lemma 9.1 
iz•s k*( 
e E s a1 ;c). Take y0 = ok / ( k lly II) y, so that II y0 11 = o/k· 
Then multiplication by exp(y0 •s) is a continuous map from sk*(a1 ;c) into 
S(a1 ;c). In particular 
Now we can apply lemma 6.4 
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D 
Like theorem 6.1 we have 
.....,, ~* Theorem 9.1. The map F: S (a;C)' ~ H (a;C) given by F(g)(z) iz• I; = <gi;,e > 
~* for g ES (a;C)' is an isomor-phism. 
Proof. From theorem 8.1, (9.4), lemma 9.2 and the fact that Fburier trans-
form in S' is 1--1, it follows that F in a 1-1 map from s* ( a1 ;C)' onto 
H*(a1 ;c). In order to prove the continuity of Fit is sufficient (see F.5) 
to show that, for all 1 and k, Fis a bounded map.from the bornological and 
regular space (sk*(a1 ;c))' into ind limm ~*(a1 ;ck_ 1,k-1). 
So let B be a bounded set in (sk*(a1 ;c))', this means that for some m 
B c (sk*(a1 ;c))' and, for all g EB, Ilg 11-k* :5: K for some K > O. The m -m 
images f = F(g) satisfy according to (9.3) 
If( z) I = I iz•1; I <gl;,e > a (y) :5: K k(1+11 z II )me 1 
m, 
for y E Ck with llyll ~ 1/(k-1). Thus F(B) is a bounded set in 
~*(a1 ;ck_ 1,k-1) and therefo;e bounded in ind limm ~*(a1 ;ck_1 ,k-1). 
Next we prove the continuity of F- 1. Again it would be sufficient to 
F-1 . show that, for all 1 and p, is a bounded map between the LS-spaces 
ind limm ~*(a1 ;ck+1/m'k+1/m) and (sP*(a1 ;c))' with k ~ p depending on p. 
So we may start with a bounded set in Ifl*(a1 ;ck+1/~'k+1/m) for some m, which 
is certainly bounded in Ifl*(a1 ;ck,k). Therefore let us start with a bounded 
set A in ~*(a1;ck,k), where k will be determined presently. Elements of A 
· · Tr . C h are holomorphic in k with r = k' sot at we cannot expect that 
r 1( A) C ( sP* ( al; C ) ) I • 
We choose a positive integer p and we take k so large that 
l < 8 l. 
k pp 
Let y0 Eck be such that 
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Then f(z+iyO) is holomorphic in En+ iCk u {O} for f EA and it satisfies 
there 
~ ,~ ( ) N (, 1 ) ,~ ( ) ,~ ( ) since a1 is homogeneous and convex: 2a1 y+y0 = a1 2Y+2yO ~ 2a1 y +2a1 Yo. 
Hence, according to lemma 6.1 and (6.2), the set B' = {g(yO)lg(yO) = 
= F- 1[f(x + iyO)J, f EA} is bounded in (s:::+1(a1 ;ck))', thus also 
bounded in (Sm+n+1(a1 ;ck))'. Since llyO11 < op/p, multiplication by 
exp(yO•~) is a continuous map from s!*(a1 ;ck) into Sm(a1 ;ck) for every 
m, so that the set 
is bounded in (s!:n+1(a1 ;Ck))'. 
Let y be such that y + yO E CP and II y+yO11 > 1/p, then as in lemma 9.1 
According to lemma 6.1 and lemma 6.4 
so that F(B) = A. Hence r 1(A) is bounded in (s~:n+l(a1;Ck))', thus F-1 is 
continuous from H*(a1 ;c) into (sP*(a1 ;Ck))' in virtue of the definition of 
the projective limit (F.1) and F.11. Ofcourse this is true for any larger 
k, so that r 1 is continuous from H*(a1 ;c) into proj lill\c (sP*(a1 ;ck))'. 
According to G.5 (sP*a1 ;ck+1))' is a closed linear subspace of 
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(sP*(a1 ;ck))'; hence proj lil\. (sP*(a ;C ))' = (sP*(a ;C))' • So we have 
_ 1 *( ) 1 k P* 1 found that F maps H a1 ;c continuously into (S (a1 ;c))' for each 
p=1,2, ••• , thus into s*(a1 ;C)' according to F.4. D 
Remark 9.1. In fact we have shown that 
-1 *( ) F maps a bounded set A of H a1 ;c , that is a set bounded for 
(9.5) each kin If(k)*(at;Ck,k) with m(k) depending on k, into a 
bounded set B of S (a1 ;C)' that is bounded in (S~(q)+n+1(a1 ;C))' 
for each p=1,2, .•. , q = q(p) > p/o , p 
and that 
(9.6) F maps B into a bounded set of H*(a1 ;c) that is bounded in 
. .m(q)+n+1* 
tl (a1 ;Cp,p-1) for each p=1,2, ..• 
* * Remark 9.2. We see that S (a1 ;C)' and H (a1 ;c) a.re isomorphic and since 
ind lim1 s*(a1 ;C)' = s*(a;C) is a strict inductive limit, ind lim1 H*(a1 ;C)= 
= tt*(a;C) is a strict inductive limit too. 
10. NEWTON SERIES FOR NON-ENTIRE FUNCTIONS WITHOUT BOUNDARY VALUES 
In this section we derive the Newton series (1.1) for functions in 
""* H (a;C), when a more general condition than N8 holds. 
Let a cone Cc En and a convex function a on pr·c be given. As in 
(6.3) the increasing sequence of convex functions a1 on pr C cannot be 
arbitrary, but there is a bound for the velocity with which a(y) - a1 (y) 
tends to zero as y approaches the boundary of pr C. We assume this bound 
to be larger than in (6.3), namely the condition on the function a1 must 
yield the property 
(10.1) 
for any~ E an(a1 ;c) the distanced~ from~ to ao(a;C) satisfies 
d >e:K(n)e-nll~II 
~ - 1 for all 1 ~ n > O (~#0), 
for l=0,1,2, ••• and 1 ~ K(n) > O. 
If K(n) ~ p > o for all 1 ~ n > 
with S = O; in all other cases, 
property ( 1 0. 1 ) is more general 
(5.3) we now get 
(10.2) 
O, property (10.1) is identical to N (6.3) 
B 
namely when K(n) tends to zero as n ➔ O, 
than (6.3) for every S > 0. Instead of 
for all 1 ~ n > 0 and a~ O. A similar formula holds instead of (5.4). 
As in section 7 we suppose that his a vector in C and that for any 
y E pr C, whenever h = llh II y, llh II:,; log 2/a(y) in case a(y) > 0 or 11 hll 
arbitrarily large in case a(y):,; O. Furthermore, there is a positive number 
a depending on y and h, where y E Ck, II y II> 1/k and h E Cr(r~k), such 
that for s E ~ with Res~ - a 
C 
z + ish ET r 
r 
If Res~ 0 always y +(Res) h EC for ally and h in C. 
Like lemma 7.1 we have 
Lemma 1 O. 1: If y E Ck, 11 y 11 > 1 /k, h E C:r and Re s ~ - a as above, the 
i?•s ( ) iz•s-sh•s P*( ) sequence e · ~N s tends for. N ➔ 00 toe in S a1 ;c for aZZ 1 
and p ~ r , u,hen in sP* ( a1 ; C ) the property ( 10. 1) ho Zds. 
Proof. According to lemma 9.1 
eiz• s-kh• s = ei(x+i (y+kh)) • s 
eiz•s-sh•s = ei(x-Im sh+i(y+Re sh))•s 
for k=0,1,2, ... and 
belong to sP*(a1 ;c) for all 1 and p ~ r. Furthermore, th~ sequence con-
iz• s 00 
verges in ea.ch point s E O(a;C). We show that the set {e ~N(s)}N=O is 
bounded in sP*(a1 ;C), from which the lemma follows by means of G.2. Choose 
any E Ck with llyll > 1/k and ah E Cr such that II y-ahll ~ 1/r + E; now 
choose n < E • Using (10.2) we get for p ~ r 
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~ C sup 
sEO(al;C) 
~ C'(s,m,s,n)(1+llzll)m 
as in ( 9. 3) . D 
With this lemma we derive the Newton series like we did in (7.1) for 
functions fin ir°(a;C), where the condition that yields property (10.1) 
holds 
00 
(10.3) f( z+ish) = I 
k=0 
valid for all y E ,>k: with 
a > 0 depends on y and h 
( s) k f(z), 6ih k 
II Y 11 > 1 /k, h 
such that y -
EC (r~k) and Res~ - a, where 
r 
a h E C and 11 y-ah II > 1 /r. In 
r 
order to describe ·he convergence we prefer to write the series as (compare 
7.2) 
(10.4) 
00 
f(z+i(s·+a)h) = I 
k=0 
( s) k ( . ) k llih f z+iah , 
valid for ally EC and h EC, when Res~ - a with a~ 0 arbitrary. 
According to (10.2) multiplication by e-ah•s¢N(t_;) is a continuous 
map for each r from sr*(a1 ;c) into sP*(a1 ;c) for all p > r. Therefore the 
-ah• s ( ) 00 • ( r* ( ) sequence {gs e ¢N s }N=l converges weakly in S a1 ;c) ' for each r 
• * ( ) I • r* ( ) . . if g ES a1 ;c and since S a1 ;C is a Mentel space, it converges in 
the topology of s*(a1 ;C)' (see F.10 and F.1). In virtue of theorem 9.1 
the series (10.4) converges in the topology of if'(a;C). This yields the 
convergence of the series 10.3, namely in one of the norms of the topology 
"'* of H ( a; C). '.rhus ( 10. 3) and ( 10. 4) certainly converge uniformly in z on 
compact subsets of T C 
Let us consider more precisely the convergence of (10.3) and (10.4). 
Like in section 7 we can show that the sequence {gs e-ah•s¢N(t_;)};=O with 
g E (S:(r/a1 ;C)} 1 converges strongly in (s!(r)(a1 ;c))' for all p > r. Let 
. . C . f 2 f be holomorphic in T and satis y for all k=1, , ... 
(10.5) 
( ) ; (y) 
if(z)I:,; ~(1+llzll)m k e 1 for y E Ck with lly II> 1/k. 
Furthermore, let for each p=1,2, ... k be such that p 
1 < 0 
k. p p p 
Then using (9.5) and (9.6) we find that the Newton series (10.4), valid 
for y EC, h EC and Res;?: - a, a;?: O, converges according to 
C 
'v'p,V£ > o, 3No(£,p);?: N1(s), Vz E Tp:1 and VN;?: No 
(10.6) N 
lf(z+i(s+a)h) - L (:) ~~h f(z+iah)I < 
k=O i 
m(k )+n+1 a.1 (y) 
< £A(s)(1+II z II) P e , 
where N1(s) is determined by (5.1) and A(s) by (5.4). Similarly the series 
(10.3), valid for y E Ck, IIYII > 1/k, h EC and Res;?: - a with y - ah EC 
r r 
and II y-ahll > 1/r, with f satisfying (10.5) for this k converges according 
to 
C 
'il£ > o, 3No(£);?: N1(s), Vz E TP:1 and VN;?: No 
(10.7) N m(k)+n+1 a1 (y-ah) 
lf(z+ish) - l (s)~: f(z)I < £A(s)(1+llzll) e 
r=O r ih 
with p such that o /p > 1/k. p 
We restate the results in 
Theorem 10.1. Leth EC with 11h11:,; log 2/a(h) if a(h) 
if a(n) ::,; O and let f be a:n element of Ii* ( a;C), where 
yields prope.'l'ty (10.1) holds. If a > 0 is such that y 
> o or 11 h 11 arbitrary 
the condition that 
- ah EC and 
r 
11 y-ahll > 1/r for some y E C and r such that 
(10.3) is valid for this y and h, when Res;?: 
h EC , the Newton series 
r 
- a. The series (10.3) 
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converges absolutely in one of the norms of i?"(a;C) or., more precisely., 
it converges according to (10.7) when f satisfies (10.5) fork with 
y E Ck, lly II> 1/k. When Res~ - a with a~ 0 arbitrary., the Newton series 
(10.4) holds for ally EC and h EC; then the series (10.4) converges 
absolutely i'.n the topology of H*(a;C) or., more precisely., it converges 
according to (10.6) when f satisfies (10.5). In both cases (10.3) and 
(10. 4) converge uniformly -in s on compact subsets of { s I s E C ,s ~ - a}. 
Remark 10.1. With the same conditions as in theorem 7.1 or theorem 10.1 
the formula 
00 
ih•Df(z) = 2 
k=O 
(-1)k k 
k 6ih f(z) 
can be derived; this has been done in [3] for entire functions, where also 
other formulas, which need compact supports, are given similarly to theorem 
4. 1 • 
Remark 10.2. It seems unnecessary to take the strict inductive limit as 
a1 tends to a in E((a;C) (see remark 9.2), since all the lemma's and 
theorems have been derived for each a1 seperately; also we could have 
avoided the strict inductive limits fork ➔ 00 in (3.6) (remark 3.2) and 
for 1 ➔ 00 in (6.5) and (6.6). However, in a subsequent paper these in-
ductive limits will be no longer strict and they will be essential. There 
we do not require that the function f holomorphic in TC is of polynomial 
growth in II xii , but it may be of exponential growth in II z II . In that case 
f(x+iy) belongs to V' for each y EC and f is the Fourier transform of an 
X 
analytic functional in Z'. We will prove a theorem concerning functions 
f of exponential type, holomorphic in a tubular radial domain, and the 
sets carrying the analytic functionals of which f is the Fourier transform, 
similarly to lemma 6.1 and theorem 8.1 of this paper. 
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